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ABSTRACT

Large government interventions in Brazil's wheat sector 1n

recent years have raised questions with regard to possible negative

effects on resource allocation, expenditure on foreign exchange,

and the drain on the public budget. The present study was an

attempt to identify and to measure the main effects of these
policies on welfare, income distribution and trade.

Brazilian wheat policy as the subject of this study is made up

of two relatively separate components--production and consumption

policies. Both components derive from a number of frequently

articulated national goals: self-sufficiency in wheat supply,

control of inflation, provision of cheap food for the urban

population, and improvement in the distribution of income. 1n

order to implement its policies, the central government has

maintained both a monopolistic and a monopsonistic role in the

wheat market, thus making it the only seller and buyer of both

imported and domestically produced wheat. Moreover, the government

has maintained rigid control over prices at the producer, whole-

sale, and retail levels.

This study has four main objectives: (a) to estimate the aggre-

gate impact of Brazilian wheat policy on the levels of domestic

production, consumption and imports; (b) to estimate aggregated

subsidy, social, and foreign exchange costs, as well as the social

benefits of this policy; (c) to estimate the income distribution
effects of the wheat consumption policy for a selected area in

Brazil, and to compare them with those of a similar policy for rice;

and (d) to evaluate the fiscal cost and cost-effectiveness of three

alternative consumption policies for Brazjl.



The basic analytical tools used were standard partial equili-

brium and comparative static analyses, whenever necessary making

use of the concepts of economics surplus. The first part of the
analysis was made at a national leveI. T~e impact of production

and consumption subsidies on the quantities produced, consumed and

imported, with and without the interventions were estimated, as

were the welfare effects for producers, consumers and for society

as a whole, during the period 1966-82.

1n the second part of the analysis the disaggregated effects of

the consumption policy on the relative and absolute gains for

consumers by expenditure class in the metropolitan area of Belo Ho-

rizonte and rural areas of the states of Minas Gerais and Espirito

Santo were estimated for the year 1974-75. 1n the last part of

the analysis, alternative consumption policies were evaluated,

with special emphasis on improvement in the nutritional status of

low-income consumers.

Estimates of the effects of the production subsidy or tax on

domestic production showed for the period of 1966-82 that, with

exceptions of 1973-76 and 1979-81, the changes in production from
one year to another were positive and varied according to the

magnitudes of the producer and border prices and the autput leveI

of the respective year. The change in production as a percentage

of the leveI of production that would have resulted if world

(border) prices had prevailed was neve r greater than 23.6 percent.

Moreover, from 1974 through the end of the period, the producer's
subsidy was not sufficient to offset the tax implicit in the over-

valued cruzeiro except in two years - 1977 and 1978.

The changes in consumption as a consequence of the consumption
subsidy were positive and varied according to the leveI of consumer



and border prices and the consumption leveI of the respective year.

The largest relative change in consumption was in 1980 when the

consumption subsidy was at its highest leveI ar 85.1 percent and

the total consumption was at it highest leveI ar 6, 802, 036 MT.

Because of this, in 1980 the total observed consumption of wheat

grain was 60.9 percent higher than it would have been if there had

been no consumption subsidy at alI. It should be noted that a

major component of the consumption subsidy carne from the distort-

ion ln the exchange rate.

In total, the wheat production policies for the whole period

represented a tax on producers of approximately 7 billion cruzeiros

of 1977, which corresponds to 350 million dollars. This was due
ln part to the rise in the price of wheat in the world market ln

the mid-and late 1970's, at which time the domestic price set by

the government fell short of the border price. In addition, the

overaluation of the cruzeiros represented a tax on produc~rs.

The social costs of the producer policies was aroulld 2 billion

cruzeiros, ar 97 million dollar, and the estimated expenditure on

foreign exchange induced by the policies was estimated to be more

than 391 million dolars. This latter result was contrary to the

stated objectives of the explicit producer policy. Because of

these failures, the wheat production policy was unsatisfactory ln

terms of its stated objectives.

The total cost of the wheat consumption subsidy for the whole

period was 122.5 billion cruzeiros, ar 6.1 billion dollars. Df this

total, by our estimates consumers captured 85 percent ar 5.2 billion

dollars. However, because of spillover effects (approximately one-

third of the total subsidy) manipulations by the millers (another

one-third, estimated by Pereira Soares (1980», and because the

social costs amounted to 15 percent of the total costs of the sub-



sidy, only 19 percent of this cost was captured by the true target

group. An important conclusion thus is that the wheat consumption

subsidy is a poor program in terms of cost-effectiveness. This

conclusion is reinforced with the results obtained through the

alternative consumption policies analysis in which a general price

subsidy for bread was ranked in third place and had a unit cost

five times greater than that for a food stamp programo

In terms of foreign exchange expenditure, the wheat subsidy

program cost Cr$ 44.3 billion or US$ 2.2 billion dollars, an
.

expenditure not in accord with one of the objectives of the wheat

production policy, which was to achieve a saving in foreign

exchange. The effects of the production and consumption policies
together are the sum of the individual effects of each policy.

From the disaggregated analysis one can conclude that, even

though the gains in consumer welfare are slightly biased towards

high-income groups, the wheat consumption subsidy contributed to

the income redistribution objective by creating a more equal dis-

tribution of actual income. When the same subsidy costs for

wheat were shifted to rice in a simulated general price subsidy, the
result was that the distribution of the gains now were slightly

biased toward the low-income groups. However, two main considerat-

ions should be made. The first is that even if a cut in the wheat

consumption subsidy (or the simulated rice subsidy) harms the low-

and medium-income group more, the drop in real expenditure is low

(less than 2 percent). Second, the nutritional impact in terms of

calories was very low--less than 1.5 percent of the total calorie

intake per capita.

Some final conclusions, based on the cases studied, are that

the wheat consumption subsidy is not a good policy for redistribut-



ing income, nor is it a good instrument for dealing with malnutrit··

ion problems. The alternative policy analysis showed that if

consumption of any of the products considered (wheat bread, rice

and edible beans) is to be subsidized, the subsidy should be

through a target-oriented program such as a food stamp programo

The food stamp program is shown to be fourtoten times cheaper than

a general price subsidy, and two to six times cheaper than a
targed-oriented price subsidy.
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INTRODUCTION

Brazilian wheat policy as the subject of this study is made up

of two relatively separate components--production and consumption

policies. Both components derive from a number of frequently

articulated national goals: self-sufficiency in wheat supply,

control of inflation, provision of cheap food for the urban populat-

ion, and improvement in the distribution of income. In order to

implement its policies, the central government has maintained both

a monopolistic and a monopsQnistic role in the wheat market, thus

making it the only seller and buyer of both imported and domestical-

ly produced wheat. Moreover, the government has maintained rigid

control over prices at the producer, wholesale, and retail levels.

This study has four main objectives: (a) to estimate the aggre-

gate impact of Brazilian wheat policy on the levels of domestic

production, consumption and imports; (b) to estimate aggregated

subsidy, social, and foreign exchange costs, as well as the social

benefits of this policy; (c) to estimate the income distribution

effects of the wheat consumption policy for a selected area in

Brazil, and to compare them with those of a similar policy for rice;

and (d) to evaluate the fiscal cost and cost-effectiveness of

these alternative consumption policies for Brazil.

This introduction is divided into two parts. The first part

deals with production policy, with emphasis on the reasons of the

chosen policy of self-sufficiency. The second part deals with
consumption policy, and speculates on the reasons for its particular

formo At the end of each of these two parts some questions are

raised which should be of interest to policy makers.
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Wheat Production Policy

The production side of Brazilian wheat policy has a fairly long

history. Wheat was introduced in Brazil in the first quarter of

the 16th century by the first settlers. However, there is no

indication in the history of Brazilian agriculture that the wheat

crop ever at any time developed sufficiently to satisfy domestic

demando Prior to the mid-1930's, because of the absence of a

guaranteed market for domestically produced wheat, farmers in the

southern states of Brazil (Rio Grande do Sul and Santa Catarina)

had little incentive to increase wheat production beyond the amount

required to satisfy their own needs. Thus there was little

surplus to be marketed. 1n the mid-1930's the government establish-
ed a chain of experiment stations to develop production technologies

suitable to Brazilian conditions. However, cultivated area and

production remained relatively small until 1967 (Table 1), reflet-

ing the high cost of production, poor soils, serious disease

problems, difficult climatic conditions, and inadequate scientific

and technical support.

Starting in about 1967, cultivated area and production began to
increase at a fairly rapid rate, reaching record hi~~s in area jn

1979 and 1n production in 1976 (Table 1). As a whoJe, however,

production has been relatively unstable, primarily because of

climatic conditions and diseases, which have made wheat production
a relatively risky activity. Since wheat is an off-season (winter)

crop in Brazil, it conflicts little with the main in-season

(summer) crop, soybeans. The machinery, labor, and some chemical

inputs applied to wheat are complementary with soybean production.

On the negative side, hOKever, the chronologies of the two crops
do not fit perfectly. Soybean production can be reduced around 15

percent, on average, because of the delay in planting while waiting
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Table 1 Cultivated Area, Production and Average Yields of Wheat,
Brazll, 1962-82

Area (Ha) Production (MT) Yield (Kg/Ha)
Year A B B:A

1962 258,221 255,404 989

1963 302,122 97,811 324

1964 300,542 213,691 711

1965 354,6~0 221,576 625

1966 385,028 298,523 775

1967 561,987 364,870 649

1968 ~45,693 693,598 820

1969 1,299,518 1,146,319 882

1970 1,~61,204 1,734,972 932

1971 2,008,215 2,038,632 1,015.

1972 2,340,431 693,399 296

1973 1,604,305 1,934,439 1,206

1974 2,212,643 2,848,040 1,287

1975 3,110,830 1,582,587 509

1976 3,520,709 3,037,864 863

1977 3,020,831 2,012,842 666

197~ 2,794,365 2,700,707 966

1979 4,104,144 2,881,186 702

1980 3,318,501 2,702,130 814

1981 2,063,747 2,223,632 1,077

1982 2,960,010 1,8U2,337 609

Source: Banco do Brasil (1979, 19~3).
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for the wheat harvest. ln the northern part of the states of Para-

na, são Paulo, and Mato Grosso, however, the overlap period is in

the falI, when the soybean harvest delays wheat planting.

Because of the risks associated with the production of wheat

and the penalty to soybean yields when double-cropped with wheat,

there is a large annual variation in area planted to wheat as

individual farmers adjust their planting to changing conditions.
ln recent years the area planted to soybena has increased more

rapidly than the area planted to wheat as some farmers have opted
.

to plant soybean alone and not risk a potential failure in the

wheat crop. After 1972, the area in soybeans increases faster

than that in wheat and in 1980, 8.6 million hectares were planted

to soybeans while only 3.3 million hectares were planted to wheat.

The few alternatives to wheat in the winter season include

pasture, oats, flax and rapeseed. Pasture requires an associated

livestock enterprise and is not a viable alternative for alI

soybean producers. Oats and flax have limited markets. Rapeseed

is a new crop being tested at the experiment station leveI and if

viable would have a market similar to soybeans with possible

application as a substitute for diesel oil.

Guaranteed producer prices have been used to stimulate domestic

production of wheat ever since 1938. ln recent years the producer

price has been set by the National Supply Council (CONAB) and made

public by ~he National Supply Superintendency (SUNAB) through
reports of deliberations known as portarias. The purchase of the

domestic production is made by the Bank of Brazil according to

rules designed to avoid frauds, such as those which occurred ln
the pasto These frauds gave rise to such concepts as "paper wheat"
and "wheat. nationalization".
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Both kinds nf fraud had their roots in a dual price system.

Because of the production subsidy built into the guaranteed producer
price, the price of domestically produced wheat was above the

world free marl<et price, while the price of imported wheat was

below the free market price because of the implicit consumption

subsidy that rt'sulted from a more favorable exchange rate for wheat

imports. the "paper wheat" fraud was of two types. The first

consisted of ali agreement between miller and producer for a pseudo-

purchase of nat.ional wheat which gave the miller the right to

acquire a corrt'sponding quota of the cheaper imported wheat. The

second type appeared after Government Decree Number 40,316 of

November 8, 1956, which determined that ~he price of domestically
produced wheat consisted of two parts, one paid by the miller at

the moment of purchase from the p r-o du c e r , and the other paid by the

Bank of Brazil when the prodllcer presented ~he receipt of sale.

With this sys~em it became only a matter of acquiring a receipt of
sale for quantities greater than were actually sold, or even for
nonexistent sales, in order to profit.

The "wheat nationalization" fraud consisted of taking the 10\\'-
priced wheat imported by the miller through the quota system and

following it back to the farmer, from where it returned "nationa1iz-

ed" as being produced domestically at a cost of almost twice that

of the imported wheat. Thus, in order to profit through either of

these frauds it was necessary only to know how to manipulate the
bureaucratic mcchanisms.

In order to put an end to ~he frallds described above, ~he

government on Xovcmber 9, 1962 approved a Resolution which named

the Bank of Brazjl as the on1y djrect buyer of domestically produced

wheat (for details, see Pereira Soares, ]980, and Knight, 1971).
As a consequence o f t.hc C;IJ'] jc r- f ra u d schemes, data on domestic
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wheat collected prior to 1962, the date of the government Resolut-
ion, are not cllnsidered reliable. Since 1962 these frauds have
occurred with ]ess frequency.

Self-suffic'iency in wheat production has been a policy goal

pursued by the government for a long period of time. 1t has pursued
this goal primilrily through a producer price policy that guarantees
prices above world market prices. 1n addition, however, considerable
resources have been provided for the development of marketing
facilitities. These facilit~es include cooperatives for supplying
inputs, the Bank of Brazil for purchasing the output, and C1BRAZEM

(the Brazilian Storage Company) for storing and distributing the
production to mills throughout the country.

The main arguments used to justify the goal of self-sufficiency
can be grouped in three basic categories--economic, political and

romantic1 The economic category incllldes three arguments. The
first is based on foreign exchange considerations, and argues that
wheat imports consume valuable foreign exchange which should be

2reserved for imports more essential to Brazil's growth . A second
argument is that many resources have already been invested in

machinery, marketing structures and other kinds of human and physi-

cal capital, and that those investments, as well as the people

who depend on them, should not be abandoned since the resources
involved are not perfectly mobile. The third argument is that
foreign countries, including some of Brazil's major suppliers,

subsidize wheat production and therefore Brazilian producers must be
subsidized if they are to compete with foreign exports.

1
These arguments wcre set [orth by Knight (1971).

2
This has been the J13Sis of much of Brazil's more general import-
substituting posturc.
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In an attempt to evaluate these arguments, Knight (1971) noted

that: "It may be considered that the main economic argument is

that wheat production should not be rapidly reduced, because this

policy would involve a waste of resources already committed to

wheat or wheat-soybean production, as well as considerable social

costs. No valid economic arguments exist (however) for increasing

wheat production further until research and extension have drasti-

cally altered the efficiency with which resources can be employed
in this acti vi t.y " .

Since it is not possible to justify the self-sufficiency policy

followed by the government in terms of short-run economic

efficiency, one might go further and think in terms of long-run

efficiency along the lines of an "infant industry" argumento On

this grounds the expectation would be that increasing production

over time would either drive production costs down or give rise to
some positive externalities.

Data on the evolution of production costs for wheat over time,

however, indicate that they have almost always been equal to the
3price guaranteed by the government for the respective year. More-

over, the guaranteed price from 1967 through 1982 was almost

always above world prices, the exception being 1973-74 and 1980,
when world prices were above domestic producer prices because of a
large increase in world wheat prices. The infant industry argument,

therefore, does not appear to be relevent.

3FECOTRIGO (1983) and the World Bank (1982).
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To evalua~h the foreign exchange savings argument, one can take

as a criterion the domestic resource cost of a one dollar saving
1n wheat impor1s.

be 2.204,2.474,

Previous studies have found that coefficient to

2.005 and 1.356 for 1967, 1968, 1971 and 1967-1977,
respectively. This means that it cost at least US$ 1.35 in
domestic reSOUl'ces to save one dollar in wheat imports, and an some

years it cost Nignificantly more.

These data suggest that the production subsidy has not only
driven a wedge between domestic and world prices, but it might also

be worsening ~he foreign exchange situation. That would be the

case if the resources were being attracted to the production of

wheat at the cxpense of some other exports that would be socially

profitable in t,erms of generating foreign exchange.

The political arguments favoring domestic wheat production are

based on the sllpposed value of economic autarky. One such argument

is that in case of a world war the country might be strongly
penalized becallse of high wheat consumption and the need to depend
heavily on imports. A second argument is that countries that
supply a large part of these imports might impose economic pressu-
res on Brazil. A third is that there is always the possibility
of a large rise in wheat prices 1n the world market, such as oc-

curred in the mid-1970's, and that paying these prices might create

political difficultics at home.

Regarding ~hcse political rcasons for subsidizing domestic

wheat production, Knjght (1971) no~cd Lhat: "It should be remember-

ed, however, in wcjghing thcse csscnLially non-economic arguments,

4Knight (1971).
5Mendonça de Bzi rr-o s (1974).
6pereira Soares (1980).
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that wheat lS not indispensible, and that the production of many

low-cost substjtutes could be rapidly increased in the event of a
future emergenC'y".

The romantlc reasons for pursuing the domestic production of
wheat are the least important of the three broad sets of arguments
set forth abov~ and will not be considered here7.

Few studies have attempted to evaluate the real and monetary

effects of the wheat production policy over time8. But because of

current high r"tes of inflation, the government, recently has

been forced to cut expenditures in order to balance the budget. As
a consequence, questions have been raised about alI kinds of
subsidies. 1n the case of wheat subsidies, policy makers would
benefit from answers to the following questions: What has been
the total treasury cost of the programs? What have been the gains
in producers' welfare? What have been the social costs of the
subsidies? What have been the savings or losses in [oreign ex-
change? And, what has been the real increase in production due
to the subsidies?

The present study will attempt to provi de answers to these
questions.

Wheat Consumption Policy

The consumption side of Brazilian wheat policy has a more recent

history even thogh wheat, in lhe [orm of French bread, macaroni and
wheat flour, has been a slaple in the consumer's food basket ever
since colonial days. Only since 1972, however, when an explicit

7 For details, see Knight, op.cit.
8See Contador (J974), Pereira Soares (1980) and Knight (1971).
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systematic gen~ral consumption subsidy was instituted, has the per

capita consumpt ion of wheat shown a clear tendency to increase

(Table 2). This subsidy has been a major factor impending the

attainment of self-sufficiency in wheat production, especially

after 1972, since it contributed strongly to keeping the ratio of

domestic produ~Lion to consumption low (Table 3). As a result,

imports have supplied an average of approximately 70 percent of

domestic consunption in the last 17 years (Table 3).

Wheat is the major food item imported in Brazil. Both consumpt-

ion and imports have had a clear tendency to increase over time,

with a peak reached for both values in 1980. The value of wheat

imports as a share of total value of imports trended downward

prior to 1971, but thereafter it has fluctuated around 3 to 4

percent, in large part because of the consumption subsidy.

According to Carvalho, the ma1n reason for providing an

explicit consumption subsidy in the period after 1972 has been to

reduce domestic price inflation, and specifically to escape the
effects of the increases in the world price of wheat in the mid-

1970's9. Concern was also expressed about maintaining the

nutritional status of low-income groups. The subsidy was instituted

1n the expectation that the world price of wheat would soon return
to the low levels that prevailed before the 1ncrease. However,
real wheat prices (1967=100) did not return to the old levels of

US$ 60 to US$ 70 per MT which prevailed in the late 1960's and

early 1970's. Jnstead, the price of wheat rose to US$ 148 in 1974,
went down to US$ 61 and US$ 7] ]n ]977 and 1978, and rose again to

US$ 90 and US$ 81 in 1980 and 19 1, rcspectively.

9 Carvalho (1981).
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Table 2 Per Capita Cansumptian in Kg af Wheat, Rice and Beans in
Brazl1) 1966-19~1

Year 1 Rice 2 Beans 2Wheat

1966 29.2 43.6 23.4

1967 27.9 45.8 27.2

1968 32.3 45.9 24.6

1969 32. (j 41.8 21.7

197U 32.6 47.8 21.5

1971 33.6 42.9 25.7

1972 34.5 48.9 24.9

1973 37.9 43.2 20.2

1974 40.0 40.7 19.4

lY75 42.1 42.3 19.4

1976 46.9 52.1 15.0

1977 47.5 48.5 19.4

1978 49.9 40.0 17.4

1979 52.5 45.2

1980 57.1 47.0

1981 50.0 50.4

Sources: 1Data on consumption are taken from Table 3 and on population
from Banco Central (1982).

2flBGE (1).
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Table 3 Consumption and lmports of Wheat Grain and Selected Ratios,
Braz11, 1966-1982

Consumpl1on 1 lmports 2 Relative Shares
MT MT

(1,000) (1,000)
(C/A)xl003 (D/E)xl004Year A B (B/A)x100

1966 2,44H 2,394 98 8 10.5

1967 2,404 2,446 102 10 10.8

196H 2,884 2,621 91 10 7.6

1969 2,908 2,356 81 20 6.6

1970 3,034 1,969 65 32 4.1

1971 3,209 1,711 53 47 3.3

1972 3,378 1,797 53 56 5.1

1973 3,79tl 2,946 76 12 4.6

1974 4,116 2,399 58 40 3.3

1975 4,437 2,082 47 56 3.9

1976 5,064 3,426 68 25 3.4
1977 5,252 2,608 50 51 2.5
1978 5,656 4,334 77 27 3.8

1979 6,097 3,651 60 38 3.4
198U 6,802 4,755 70 38 3.7
1981 6,098 4,360 72 38 3.2

1982 6,101 4,144 68 30 3.1

Sources: ISUNAB (1983), 2FIBGE (l) , 3C= (production 1 - seedst)t-
4 wheat imports obtained from Banco do BrasilD=FOB va lue of

(1979, 1983).
4 alI Brazilian imports obtained from FGV (1).E=FOB value of
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The impact o[ consumption subsidies on inflation is not as
straighforward as proponents of such subsidies appear to believe.

Obviously, in h narrow sense such subsidies can lower the cost of
living of particular groups in society. Moreover, wheat products
weight heavily in the calculation of the general price index.

Hence, on the Nurface, such subsidies would appear to contribute
to reducing me;'sured inflation. However, the government costs of
such subsidies contribute to the budget deficit and, consequently,

are a general ('ause of inflation, as has been shown in the case of

Egypt (Scobie, 1983) and Pakistan (McCarthy and Taylor, 1980).

Ferreira e ilva (1981) estimated that as of November 1980 a
reduction of the consumption subsidy by 25, 50 and 100 percent

would have incl'C'ased the general price index by .57, 1.14 and 2.27
10percent, respeclively, other thing equal If one recognizes that

during 1980 the inflation rate in Brazil was 110 percent, then it
would appear to make little differenc~ except in a distributional

sense, to have an inflation 2.27 percent higher by cutting the
entire consumption subsidy. Since the impact on the measured rate
of inflation of eliminating the subsidy would not be great, and

that it would have a one-time effect, then the question remains,
"Why doesn I t the government eliminate it? 11 The answer to this

question leads to the other major reason for maintaining the con-
sumption subsidy--that lhe subsidy is supposedly relevant to

lowering the price of wheat products to benefit low-income groups
who are heavily dependent on those products.

F f " 11ew studies have been made o thlS lssue . Those that have

10
Discussion of infJalion Jn Brazjl usually focuses on the "cost of
living" (custo ele vjda).

11
See Ferreira e Sjlva (1980), Cn rva Lh o (1981) and \Villiamson Gray
(1982).
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been made, howp-\'er, have suggested that the subsidy has benefited

medium-and high-income groups more than low-income groups.

At least two issues of interest arise relative to the consumpt-
ion subsidy foto wheat. First, this subsidy has in fact benefited

mostly medium-<lnd-high-income groups in society since those

groups (2X - OVer 28x, Table 4) consume more of three major wheat

products than t.he low-income groups (x - 2X, Table 4). Moreover,

on a regional oasis, the poorer northeast, north and center-west

regions have b('nefited less from the subsidy when compared with the

more developed south and southeast regions (Table 5). this is

because the fOI'mer regions have lower per capi ta consumption than

do the southern regions, even t.h ough per capita consuption has

increased substantially in the poorer regions since 1972.

Despite the bias of the subsjdy in favor of medium-and-high-
income groups, it is important to note that low-income families
spend a larger share of their budget on wheat products (5-6 percent)

than do medium-and high-income families (around 1 percent). Thus,
in a reI ative sense a price increase for these products would have

a larger relative impact on low-income families. This would occur
in a situation in which around 72 percent of the economically

. fI' 12actlve population receives only 25 percent o aI lncomes .

A second issue is that the consumption subsidy has distorted
the r-e Iative prices b e t.w e en wh e at, products and rice, beans, corn

flour and cassava flour, making whcat products relatively cheaper
(Table 6) and st,:Lmulating their c onsump t.ri on (Table 4). As a
consequence, thc producers of rice, OCJI1S, corn and cassava, who are
usually p o o r: small f a r-mo rs , h a v e suff('I'cd di scrimination as a con-

sequence of thc whcat subsidjcs.

12Carvalho, op. cjt.
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Tahhle 4 Per Capita Consumption of Wheat (G/person/day) According to
LeveI of Expenditqre, Brazil, 1974-1975

Citi:y Ave,. Xl 1-2X 2-4X 4-8X 8-12X 12-20X 20-28X Over28X

Rio:) de B2 80 45 67 83 91 91 81 77 73
Jar:eeiro

M2 19 22 21 19 19 16 12 12 16

F2 4 1 2 3 6 7 8 13 10

SacJ B 73 32 60 74 78 83 81 72 62
Pau..110

M 18 13 14 17 19 24 19 19 18

F 6 2 3 4 6 9 13 12 16

Porto B 102 67 90 102 111 104 111 93 101
Al~gre

M 15 11 13 16 15 15 10 10 18

F 28 38 35 34 23 18 13 19 13

D'í.s, trito B 73 28 52 70 81 87 91 89 84
Fe,":eral

M 13 4 9 13 15 15 15 10 13

F 4 O 1 2 4 6 9 7 13

Be:em B 101 69 86 104 121 110 116 109 116

M 11 3 7 12 16 16 14 13 16

F 2 O 1 1 3 4 3 6 5

Sou rce: Carvalho (l9~1).

Nol es: IX 1.22 mínímum salary per farnily monthly
2B Bread; F = Wheat flour, M = Hacaroni
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Table 5 Total and Per Capita Consumption of Wheat per Regions Within
Brazil, 1972-M1

. 1/ Per Capita
Total Consumpt~on - % Change Consumption % Change

MT/year Kg/year
Region 1972 1981 1972 1981

Northeast 654,273 1,302,833 99 22.0 37.5 70
(19.0) (20.7)

Southeast 1,992,703 3,368,399 69 49.4 71.9 46
(57.7) .(53.5)

South 667,594 1,312,557 97 40.0 69.1 73
(19.4) (20.8)

North 80,727 183,508 127 22.1 30.8 39
(2.3) (2.9)

Center-Wes t 54,703 132,703 143 10.6 17.6 66
(1. 6) (2.1)

Brazil 3,450,000 6,300,000 83 35.0 55.3 58
(l00.0) (l00.0)

Source: Carvalho (1981).

Note: ~/ Figures in brackets represeent percent of column total (last
line) •
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Table 6 Priee of Wheat Flour Relative to Priees of Riee, Beans,
Cassav~ Flour and Corn F1our, Retail Level, Brazil, 1966-1982.

Year
Pwf1
Peof

1966 0.88 0.83 2.00

1967 0.69 1.20 1.69 1.85

1968 1.00 1.26 1.93 2.20

1969 1.04 0.73 2.06 2.05
1970 1.17 0.85 1.85 1.85

1971 0.99 0.87 1.45 1.83

1972 0.H2 0.88 1.35 1.65

1973 0.90 0.42 1.49 1.59

1974 0.73 0.63 1.40 1.42

0.982

0.832

1.062

0.852

0.752

0.622

0.922

1.402

1975 0.52 0.53 0.94

1976 0.50 0.20 0.50

1977 0.60 0.26 0.65

1978 0.46 0.38 0.75

1979 0.35 0.22 0.60

19~U 0.28

0.492

0.362

0.13

0.212

0.362

0.43

0.533

0.732
1981

1982

Source: FlEGE (1)

Notes: lp= price; wf = wheat f1our; r
flour; cof = corn flour.

rice; b beans; cf - cassava

2Average for the city of Sao Paulo SP.
3Average for the city of Fortaleza - CE.
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To our knowledge there have been no previous studies of these

two important jssues that have attempted to estimate the treasury,

social and for~ign exchange costs, or the consumers' benefits, of

the consumption subsidy for wheat, or their relative incidence
among income groups. Only one study has attempted to evaluate the
alternative prc)ducts to which the wheat subsidy could be changed 1n

. 13order to diminjsh the sp1110ver effect That study did not
address the issues listed above.

The government has been ~rged to phase out these subsidies,
especially in light of the drain on the budget. However, given
economic, social and political considerations, it has been difficult
to do this. 1n 1980, the government initiated a plan to remove
the consumption subsidy gradually, but at the time of this writ-
ing it is still high. Moreover, with current high rates of
unemployment, and with the economy in disarray, policy makers could

benefit from information on both the real and monetary effects of

the subsidies, and on possible lower-cost alternatives to help
low-income groups other than the wheat consumption subsidy now
used.

The remainder of this study is organized 1n three main parts.
The first part lays out the analytical framework, the second part

presents and discusses the results, and finally, the last part

presents the main conclusions and makes suggestions for future
research.

13Williamson Gray, (1982).
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ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK

This seetion is divided into three parts. Eaeh seetion presents

a model used to earry out the analysis required to reaeh the objee-
ti ves of this s t.u dy ,

A Model for the Aggregate of Analysis- ----- --- --- --------- -- --------

Priee polie)' for ~he Brazilian wheat seetor is implemented by

means of a multiple priee system. The priee for the produeer is set

by the government, generally at levels above world market priees

or the priee at whieh the wheat ean be imported. The differenee

between these two priees eonstitutes the produeer subsidy.

The eonsumer priee is the priee at whieh the government sells the
wheat to millers. This priee has, 1n general, been below the world
price. The difference betwcen these prices is the consumption sub-
sidy.

Graphically, this mul~iple price s)'stem can be presented as 1n

Figure 1, in whieh SS, DD and WW are the domestic supply, domestic
demand and world (export) supply of wheat to Brazil, respec~ively.

The world (export) supply to Brazil is assumcd to be pcrfectly
elastic, whieh mcans that Brazil is assumed to be a price taker 1n

world markets. This lS a plausible assumption since Brazil is a

relatively small buyer in world markets, taking an average of only
] 43.6 percent of total world cxports

Standard partial cquiJibrium and comparative s~atis analysis
which makes use of ~he conccpts of cconomic surplus will be used as

the basic analytical tool for the s~udy. Since the literature on

14 ,Portela de L'i m a F'r- rn n n dc s (]983) .
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Figure 1. ~ultip1e Price System for ~heat in Brazil.
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this approach to policy analysis is rather large, we will not go
into the justifjcation and limitations of the approach here. the
interested reader can obtain background from Currie, et alo (1971),
Just, et alo (1982), and an application along the line sought here,
in Barker and Hrtyami (1976).

The following measures for evaluating the production policy can
be derived from Figure 1:

TCP = treasury cost of the production policy

subsidy (area (~+b» (1)

CPW change in producers' welfare (area a) (2)

SCP social costs in production (area b) (3)

FEP foreign exchange effect on production

side (area (e+i) (4 )

CQP change in quantity produced (Q -q )
p p (5)

where: quantity produced at subsidized price

qp quantiLy produced at world price.

Assuming a constant elasticity supply curve such as q Ea P , one

can rewrite (1) - (5) as:

TCP = (P - P ) Qp w p (6)

P
=~ [pp P E pw]J P E wCPW a p dP - (-)l+E P

P Pw

SCP TCP - CPW

PQ [ - (P /]FEP ww P P
P

Qp [1 - P E ]CQP (~)P
P

(7)

(8 )

(9)

(0)
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where:

" }'
p

}lf + m= _ a

GPI x lUO

P = PC1F x ER + mb
w GPI x 100

and Pp' Pf, Pw' PC1F' ER, GPI,. ma' mb, and a are, respectively,
the producer price adjusted for the wholesale leveI, the farm gate

price, the bord~r price adjusted for the wholesale leveI, the CIF

price, the equi]ibrium exchange rate, the general price index, the

farm to mill expenses, the port to mill expenses, the domestic

supply e]astici~y, and the supply shifters.

To evaluate the consumption policy, one can derive from Figure 1

the following measures:

TCC treasury cost of the consumption policy subsidy

(area (c+d+e+f+g+h» (11)

CCW change in consumer welfare (area (c+d+e+f+g» (12)

SCC social cost of consumption policy (area h) (13)

FEC foreign exchange effect on consurnptlon side

(area (h+g+j» (14 )

CQC change in quantity consurned (Q - q )c c (15 )

where:

Qc quantity consumed at subsidized price

qc quantity consumed at world price.
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Assuming a cou st.ant. elastici ty of demand curve, such as q bp

one can rewrite (11)-(15) as:

TCC = (p A•••..Pc> Qcw

p -" Qc [Pc" -pJCC\oi J W bp dp = - (-) p
p l-T] P W

c W

SCC TCC - CC\oi

P

l"JFEC P Q [J - ( c
W c p

W

[1 - P c n ]eQe Qc (-)p
W

(16)

(17)

(18)

(19 )

(20)

where: P, ,and b are, respectively, the consumer price, the
c

domestic demand elasticity, and the dcmand shifters.

Finally, the net effects of the wheat policy can be summarized
as:

TTe TCP + Tee (21)
esw CPi-l + ecw (22)
TSe SCP + sec (23)
NEF FEP + FEC (24)
e1 ~et - [ (SP t + sw ) - eQPt-1J 15/ (25)t t

where: TTC, CSW, TSC, NEF, Clt, SPt, SWt and CQPt_1 are, rcspective-
ly, total t.r-e a su r-y cost, change in social w e Ifare, total social cost

net effect on forcjgn cxchange, change in imports of Kheat, in

years t, quantity of sccds uscd in year t at subsidi~ed producer

price, quantity o[ sccds used in year t if ~he world price had

prevaJied, and change jn qllélntity produced in ycar t-l.

15/The expression {-[ (SP1 - Si-lt) - eQP t- ]} represents the net change
in production in year. t-I available to Àuman consumption in year t
after adjustment for s~eds used in year t.
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Th~ determination of the three main prices to be utilized in the
analysis just described (Pf, Pc

(1) government intervention (Pf
(P ). Ln th"ê f-irst semester of

w

and P ) involves two main mechanisms:
w

and P ) and (2) free market forces
c

each year, before the planting
season, the government, through the National Supply superintendency

(SUNAB) makes public the wheat producer price for the year. The

political and economic forces involved in the determination of the

producer price include the two big cooperatives of wheat and soybean
producers in the states of Rio Grande do Sul (FECOTR1GO) ,

and ·Parana
(OCEPAR), the government institutions--Comission for Production

Financing (CFP), and the Ministry of agriculture and the Ministry of
Planning through their bureaucratic and political forces. Basically,
these institutions start the bargaining process with estimates of

the cost of production for wheat in the year, and from that, they

consider other aspects such as self-sufficiency goals, and so on.

The determination of the miller prices (p ) during the year are
c

primarily a result of the willingness of the government to have a

cheap food policy, but for reasons that are not clear, at least on

the surface. Some argue that since wheat products are an important

component of the consumer price index, then any time the government

wants a lower inflation rate for a specific month it is necessary

only to maintain the wheat price unaltered. However, this argument

has to be viewed with care.

The imported price (p ),which is determined .i n the world market,
w

has little government interference in its determination other than

the exchange rate policy followed during the period. As a rule,

that policy has been to maintain an overvalued currency in order to
subsidize imports, especially capital goods, for the industrializat-
ion of the country. This exchange rate policy works as an implicit

import subsidy for wheat also, however, thus keeping P artificially
w
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low domesticall).

The nominal "ate of protection for producers (NPP) and the

nominal ra~8 of protection for consumers (NPC) are used as measures

of price distor1 ion that result from government intervention.

are calculated IIs percentages of the world or border price, as
follows:

Those

NPP
P - p

p w
P

w

(26)
x 100

NPC
P - Pw c

p
w

x 100 (27)

The borde r are calculated using the shadow price of exchange rate
for each year and "correcting" for Cr$ (cruzeiros) of 1977 at
the wholesale leveI, taking into account the respective marketing
margins. Producer prices are also measured at the wholesale leveI

in Cr$ (cruzeiros) of 1977 by taking into account the respective
marketing margins.

As pointed out by Bale and Lutz (1981), the use of wholesale

prices can be justified in a practical sense, since the wheat grain
undergoes transformation into various products betwcen the whole-
sale and retail levels. As a consequence, a single retail price
does not exist for wheat grain.

Given the u n a v a i.La b i lity of data on st.ock s , the ]evels of stocks
\ViII be assumed t.o r-c-ma i n constant and unchanged.

A .\1oc!t,] ror t.he Disaggrcgated Analysis

The model u s r-d i o ca i-r-y out. t.he d is agg r-e g at.ed analysis (which

applies only to t.Ir c- C'OI1SlIll1ptjon po I j cy ) j s sj milar to that used for
the aggregated a na l ysj s of t.hc c o n sum pt Ion policy. The main differ-
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ence lS that th~, aggregated result in this case is made up of the

sum of the con ~mersls surplus of alI income classes for each wheat
product.

The case for one wheat product j and two income strata (i=1,2)
is shown in Fi~,tre 2. Figures 2a and 2b represent alternative
income situatio~s, d , and D,

J J
represent the r~spective disaggregated and aggrcgated demand curves

and Figure 2c the aggregated market.

for the particu}ar wheat product, with the aggregated curve of

Figure 2c being the horizontal. sum of the disaggregated markets.
j ji J1 j jand Pl and qo _,nd ql ' ºo and ºl are the prices and quantities

with subsidy a~d without price subsidy, respectively, for the wheat
product j. Then, using procedures similar to those for the aggre-
gated analysis __ policy measures similar to those found in that

section can be derived by utilizing the arcas
(Figures 2a an d 2b).

a, ,
1

b . ,
1

c,
1

and f,
1

Assuming a constant elasticity demand curve of the form q"
_ 1)j i J 1

a" P for each wheat pronuct j and each incomc strata i, and
J1

generalizing for n income strata and m wheat products, one can

derive the following formulas to conduct the disaggregated analysis
for a specific year:

m n m n
(Pj - pj ji

TCC L L TCCji L L ) qo (28)
1 O

j=l 1=1 j=l 1=1

m n m n pj
-n'iccw L I ccwj1 L l J ,1 ajiP J dp

j =1 1=1 j=l i=1 pJ
O

i l pJ nji

-pdm n qo pjL I - (~ ) (29)
l-n

ji J 1
j =1 1=1 Pl

m n
SCC TCC - ccw I L sccji (30)

j =1 i=1
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p

b c

Figure 2. Eypothetical Market for a Specific Wheat Product Under Tvo Income Strata
Situations and for the Aggregate Market.
l;otes: (1) a and b r e p r e s e n t a Lt e r na t í v e income strata;

(2) c represents the a~gregated àemand.

o

a.
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m n m n •• pj
n
j
]

cQe I I CQC .. o: L L (~) (31)
j=l i-I J1 j=l i=l pJ

1

where:

Tce = the total treasury cost on the consumption side for a specific

wheat product

CCW the change in consumers' welfare

SCC the social cost of the subsidy

cQe the change in quantity consumed

n .. the constant demand elasticity for wheat product j in each
J1 ~

pj and
o

P~ are the priccs of the specific wheat product j with and without
the consumption subsidy, respectively, and a .. is the demand shiftersJl

income strata i, where j = 1, 2, ...m and i 1 , 2, ... n.

for each product j in each income strata i.

To estimate p~ and p~ the following formulas can be used:

pwf P x Qwg + Owf
O wg c

pwf P Owfwg x Q +
1 1 - CS wg cwg

pj pwf j + oj
O O Qwf c

pj pwf Qj + oj
1 1 wf c

(32)

(33)

(34)

(35)

where:

pwf the price of wheat flour with the consumption subsidy, k=O,
k

and without the consumption subsidy, k=l

P the price of wheat grain for the millers
wg

Qwg the quantity of wheat grain required to produce one kilogram of

wheat flaur

owf other costs involved in the production af wheat flaur
c
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cswg th~ percent value of the average consumption subsidy

calculated for a respective year from the aggregated ana-

lysis

p~ the price of wheat product j with the wheat consumption
1

subsidy, k=O, and without the consumptibn subsidy, k=l

~f the quantity of wheat flour required to produce one kilo-

f h .th h dgram o t e r- w eat pro uct
j th .O other cos t s involved ín the productíon of the j- wheatc

product.

wfSince we know, [rom secondary sources, Po ,P ,Q ,CS ,
j wf wf wg wg wg

ºwf' we can calculate 0c and Po from equations ~32)-(3~),
substituting them in equations (34)-(35) obtain O~ and pio

pj and
O

and by

After calculating the change in consumers' welfare by income
strata, one can go further and derive the respective Lorenz curve

for the distribution of the gains in consumers' welfare and compare

that distribution with the "Lorenz curve" resulting [rom the

expenditure distribution of the families in the respec~ive income
16strata . The rela~ive bias of the wheat consumption subsidy with

respect to low or high income consumers can then be evaluated.

A Model for Analysis of Alternative Cons mption Policies

Among many questions to be answered before any policy option is

chosen, questions of fiscal cost and cost-effectiveness are perhaps

the most important, if one considers that public resources are
scarce and therefore must be alloca~ed as efficiently as possible.
In this section, we present a simple model suggested by Reutlinger

and Selowsky (1976) to cstima~e the fiscal cost and cost-effective-

16For details on t.h c t.h c o ry of t.h e Lorcnz curve, see Kakw an í. (1980).
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ness of three basic policy options for improving the nutritional

status of targeL groups 1n any society.

Two large tYPologies of policies are identified for study:

country-wide and target-group-oriented programs. 1n the first case
alI segments of society are benefited in the process of benefiting

the target or d(·ficient group; in the second case only the target
group receives t.h e benefits, i.e. there is no spillover effect.

The country-widl' policy to be considered is a general price subsioy

while the targeL-oriented programs include a food stamp program and
price subsidy ..

Let us assume that the policy objective is to increase the con-

sumption of a specific food in the targed group by a fraction of

the initial consumption of that food item by the Larget group. Let

a reprcsent the share of consumption of that food by the target
group (in the present case a low-income group).

1f there are only two consumer groups, the target group, or
low-income group (p), and the rcmaining, or richer group (r), wjth
respective price elasticities of demand for the food item, 7) and

p
one can define:

7) + (1
p

a ) 7)
r

where \ lS the total (absolute vaLu e ) demand price elasticity for
the commodity expressed as Lhe weighted average of the demand
elasticites (absoJute value) of both groups.

First let us rl erLve an expression LO compute the fiscal cost (FC)

of a general price subsidy taking inLO account the policy objective
defined ab ove and Lhe pa iame t.ers of supply and dernand for the
targed g roup or Lhe wh ol e popu lat.j on wh encve r- necessary. Departing
from the def i n it. i ons of suppLy and dcrn and elasLicities and consider-
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ing the market f'quilibrium after the general price subsidy has been

instituted, we obtain two equations of the form:

E.L P
dpd ~pn o-+p dpd . o

qo n p

d E d S dps nt dpdn tdp +t p E t

where:

(36)

(37)

qo quantity of the commodity consumed by the target group or

aQo' where Qo is the total consumption of the aggregated

consumers
d sdp ,dp = percent changes in the demand and supply prices,

respectively

Et elasticity of total supply for the commodity.

Substituting equation (36) into equation (37) we obtain:

n
(~) (~) p

n E o
p t

(38 )

Denoting FC as the fiscal cost of the general price subsidy under

consideration, we can write:

d s d Qo
(d + d )(Q + n dp --)p P o t P

o
(39)

and after substituting (37) and (38) into (39) we obtain:

FC
G

p
o

1 n nt
Q . (1 +.--!:.) (1 + À -)

o no( E n
p t P

(40)

and if f:\- 00 , w h i ch i mplics t.h at. the p ro du c t. h a s an inf in itely

elastic -s n pp Ly C111've (wh i ch cou Ld be the case if it j s an imported
product for wh i rt: t.h e cou n t.r-y is a 5m3l1 b uy c r: .i n the wo rLd market),
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then equation (41) becomes:

FC
C

= Po Q :1. (1 + À nt)
o no( n

p p
(41)

In order to úbtain the unitary cost of the general price con-

sumption subsidy, ue , (i.e., the cost incurred by the government
G

for each additional unit of the consumption good by the targed
group) it is on]y necessary to divide equations (40) and (41) by

dq, (i.e., the ~otal increase in consumption of the good by the

target group wi~h respect to tre initial consumption leveI of the
target group) as follows:

(42)

In order to derive expressions for the fiscal cost and the

unitary cost of target-oriented programs using the same set of

parameters as above, one can depart from Figure 3. Figure 3 repre-
sents the market for a food product that is relevant for the (low-
income) target group, where D

p

as a function of initial income Y,
presents the demand by that group

supply faced by the target group.
and S represents the excess

p
S = S - D , where S and

p t r t
are respectively the total supply and demand by the non-target

D
r

(upper-income) group.

Initial consumption and price are q and P , respectively.
o o

The objective of the policy as set forth earlier is to induce an
increase in consumption of the food product by the target group
by À = Llq/ q .

o
Let us first derive some basic expressions that will

be used latcr in computing the fiscal and unitary costs of the
alternative poljcy options for the ~arget group.

The increase jn pricc ncC'clcdto induce an increment 1n supply
equal to Llq is eq\lél1. t.o Lll. Dcnoting E as the elasticity of supply

p
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P

s (P) - S (P) - D (P'P t r I

~~ ---------------~~--+-~~
D (y + ~Y)

P

D (Y)
P Q

Figure 3. Hypothetical ~2rket for a Relevant
Food Praduct for a Target Graup.
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o 17faced by the taroget group, the following expreSSlon may be deflned

E:
P

/1 q/q o
/11 /p o

+ (43)
E:

P

rf the decline in price required to induce the target group to
increase consumption by \ is equal to Ó , then the following

2
(in absolute value):expression may he defined

/1q/qo /12 À
~ -

/12/Po Po np
n

p
(44)

Now let us dor Lv e the respective formulas for calculating the
fiscal cost and unitary costs of a price subsidy and a food stamp
programo

First, let us consider the possibility of subsidizing just the
consumption of Lhe target group. Then the fiscal cost of that sub-
sidy will be:

FC (q + L1q ) (L1 + Ó )
sOl 2

Substituting from equations (43) and (44) and recalling that qo
aQo and L1q = À a ºo one obtains:

FC
s P Q À (1 + À) (_1 + _1 )

o o a E: np p
(45)

and if E: + 00 then:p

FC PoQo
aI.

(1 À)= - +s n
p

and the unitary cost UC w i l L be:s
FC

UC s
s aÀQ

o

(46)

(47)

I7An expression for E as a function of E t' a and n can be obtainedp r
E

+ [l:aJby tworking out S = St - D and .vb t a í n í ng E n .p r' p a r
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Next, let u s t:onsider the cost. of a food at amp pr·ogram. Til!'

question now is IIWhat is the value of the income transfer or t..he

fiscal cost FC required to induce an increase in physical consump-FS
tion of a specific product i by the target group by ll.q?"Note t.h at.

the value of th~ transfer must be able to finance the increment Aq--

valued at the n0w supply price of the product--as well as finance

the increased cnst of the old consumption q .
o

The transfer or
fiscal cost of t.he program becomes:

FC
FS PoQo aÀ (\+À+1) ( 48)

p

lf E + (X) then:p

FCFs PoQo aÀ

The un i t.ar-y cost of the additional consumption due to the program lS

given by:

(49)
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RESULTS

This section is divided into three parts. 1n the first part we
present and disc·uss the resul ts for the aggregated analysis.

second part we cIo the same thing for the disaggregated analysis,
1n the

considering only the consumption side. 1n the third part we evalua-
te a set of a L tt-rnati ve policies that could be considered as

substitutes for the wheat consumption subsidy.

Aggreg~ted Analysis

The Behavior of Real Prices and the Estimated Nominal Rates of
Protection

Estimates of the real prices of wheat at the producer, miller

and border pricc levels are presented in Table D.l, Appendix D.
Producer prices Hre farm gate prices adjusted to the mill leveI;

miller prices are the prices set by the government, and include the

consumer subsidy; and border prices are the C1F prices evaluated

with the shadow foreign exchange rate and adjusted to the mil ler
leveI, exclusive of the consumcr subsidy.

Prices at the miller leveI showed a tendency to decline almost

steadily up until 1980, Figure 4, when the lowest price for the

period was observed (Cr$ 516, or only 19 percent of the highest
price of Cr$ 2,707, in 1965, which is arbitrarily taken as a base
of comparison) Table D.l, Appendix D. To understand this trend,
it is useful to divide the series into two distinct periods: the

first covering the prdiod up to 1972, and the sccond covering 1973
through 1982. Prior to 1972, the lcndency of miller prices to
decline in real t.or-ms w as mainly caused by the dow nw ard trend .i n

world prices, rcprcscnlcd here by border prices.
1982, the d ow nw a rd t.r-ond .i n miller p r+ic es w a s .i n large p a rt. a
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consequence of 1he explicit general consumption subsidy.

In the same 1wo periods described above, producer prices experi-

mented rather dirferent trends. From a peak in 1965, the real

price at the proctucer leveI declined up through 1972. World prices

were declining jll this period, but domestic producer prices were

not permitted to decline as much. The observed decline was primari-

ly a result of ~'ear-to-year variations in the leveI of the producer

subsidy set by 1he government and/or inflation. From 1973 through

1982, producer Ilrices showed a varied pattern. From 1973 until

1978 they showect a recovery in real terms, compared to the lower

leveI of 1972. This recovery was associated with high world prices

in the period f rom 1973 until 1976. The government seems to have
followed world Ilrices in setting its guaranteed prices to producers.

1n the years which were exceptions, 1973-1976 and 1979-1981, however,
the producers ~ere in effect taxed (Figure 5 and Table D.2, Appen-
dix D.), with tlle result that the govenment was jmplicity transfe-

ring income from the producers to o~her sectors of the economy.

Finally, border prices had a tendency to decline from 1965 until
1970, following the same behavior that had prevailed since the

late 1940's (see Ma r In and Brokken, pg. 159, 1983). After 1970,
borde r prices experienced a cyclical pattern with two peaks, one

in 1974 and another in 1980. 80th of these were caused in part by

crop failures in ~he Soviet Union, but also by moneraty phenomena
in international c ornm o d í t.y rna r-k et s , (Figure 4).

The production and consumption subsidies calculated as a percen-
tage of the border prjce evaluated at ~he official and at the shadow

exchange rate are shown in Table D.2, Appendix D, and represented
in Figure 5. Taking nc cou nt. of the d i st.ort i on in the exchange rate,
the production sllbsj dy \"as pos i ~i v e in ]1 y e a ra of t.he period and
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and negative in 7 years. 1n the years in which the production sub-

sidy was negative, the producers were in fact taxed, of course.

This occurred bhcause the border price happened to be far above

the guaranteed )lrice set by the government for the domestic produ-

cers, the guarallLeed price generally has been set at the end of the

first semester o f each year.

The governmC'llt pursued a consistent policy of import substitution

on the producti on si de up until 1972. Thereafter, even though

guaranteed proollcer prices wer-e set at levels higher than those of

1972 and 1973, t.h ey fell short of the border prices, wi th the
exception of the years 1977, 1978 and 1982. This was so consider-

ing the shadow )lrice of foreign exchange to caIculate the border
price, because in doing so we are working with the true opportunity

cost of wheat in the world market.

At least two [acts can heIp explain the above behavior: (1) the

instability in the world market for wheat, refIected 1n the rises

and declines in border prices after 1972; and (2) the overvaluation

of the cruzeiro with respect to the D.S. dollar. As can be seen

1n Figure 5 when the production subsidy is calcuIated using the
official exchange rate, Lhe producers were taxed during only three

years, 1973, 1974 and 1980, and in two of those years the border
prices were at Lheir peak. However, when the overvaluation of the

cruzeiro is taken into account, producers are perceived to receive

a Iower subsidy. This is because the overva]ued currency served

as an implicit (cxport) Lax [or producers, since it caused domestic
prices to be ]owc r: t.ha n t.hey wo u I d be in the dbsC'nce of the over-

valuation.

On the c on surnp t.J on side, Lhe subsidy ,,,as m a i n Lv an impIicit sub-
sidy up until 1972 du c p ri m a r+i Ly t.o Lhe ov e rv a lu at.'i 00 of the cru-

zeiro (Table D.2, ÁPP('lIojx D). Áo ovcrva1ucd cu rren cy is an impli-
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cit (import) suhsidy for consumers since it causes domestic prices

to be lower thall they would be in the absence of the overvaluation.

After 1972, because of an upturn in the world prices of wheat

and the end of J'.L. 480 (1971) purchases on concessionary terms,

the government Nubsidized wheat consumption explicitly every year
18through 1982 It should be noted that if the distortion in the

value of the CUITency is ignored, it appears that consumers were
explicitly taxed (Table D.2, Appendix D) during four years of the
1965-1971 period. This apparept tax is due to the policy vis-a-
vis concessionaJ food purchases. Under this policy, wheat was
purchased on the concessionary terms of P.L. 480, below world
prices and with long-term financing. It was sold in the domestic
market at higher prices in order to obtain revenue to finance the

wheat subsidy for producersl9. Df course, this apparent tax

disappears when lhe distortion in the exchange rate is taken into
account.

Production, Consumption and Import Effects

Estimates of the effects of the production subsidy or tax (1973-
76 and 1979-81, see Table D.2, Appendix D, third column) on

produc~ion are presented in Table D.3, Appendix D, and represented
in Figure 6. As can be seen, with the exceptions of 1973-76 and
1979-81, the changes ln production are positive and vary according
to the magnitudes of the praducer and border prices and the output

20leveI of the respective year The change in production as a per-

18Banco do Brasil (1979).
19Hal1 (1980).
20

Recall that TabJe D.3, Appcndix D presents changes ln production
in year t-l.
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cent of ~be l~y~l of production that would have resulted if world

(border) prices had prevailed was never greater than 23.6 percent.

Moreover~ froQ 1974 through the end of the period, the producers'

subsidy ,,"as not sufficient to offset the tax implicit in the

overvalued cruz~iro except in two years (1977 and 1978).

The changes ln consumption as a consequence of the consumption

subsidy \~ere po~itive and varied according to the leveI of consumer

and border pric<~s and the consumption leveI of the respective year.

The largest reI ative change in. consumption was in 1980 when the
consumption subsidy was at its highest leveI (85.1 percent, Table

8, last colurnnl and total consumption was at its highest leveI

(6,802,036 MT: Table A.2, Appendix A). 1n 1980 the total observed

consumption of w h eat. grain was 60.9 percent higher than it would

have been if t h e re had been no consumption subsidy (Table D. 3,
Appendix D, column 5). Lt. shou ld be noted that a maj or component

of the consumption subsidy came from the distortion in the exchange

rate. 1n evaluating the trade effects of the policies, it is of

interest to determine the separate effects of the production
policies. These are identified as the partial change in imports,

column 6 of Table D.3, Appendix D.

The effect of the production policies was negative up until 1973,

and during 1977, 1979 and 1982, (Table D.3, Appendix D). During
1974-77 and 19 0-81, the partial changes in imports were positive,

indicating that the wheat production policy during the periods 1973-

76 and 1979-80 had the effect of increasing wheat imports. This
wa s because of the large di st.or-t.d on .i n the value of the cu r-r-e ncy,

wh ich more than offset the dircct subsidy. Lf one t.akes the

partial change in imports in ycar t as a pcrcentage of total imports
at f ree trade as a mcas urc of t.he .•b i I i t.y of the whcat production
policy to substi t.ut.c i mp o rLs , j 1... C;\J1 hc secn that the max i.murn
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decline in impoJ'l,swas 18.8 percent in 1979, and that during 6 out

of 17 years the guaranteed producer price contributed to increase

wheat imports by more than offsetting the effects of the overvalued
cruzeiro.

Finally, the ~otal effect (taking account of both producer and

consumer policies) on imports was negative or small during only

three years (1970-72), indicating that the wheat production policy

had a relatively small effect on self-sufficiency in wheat production.

This was so because of the lar~e increase in wheat imports which

resulted from the wheat consumption subsidy, especially after 1972.

This is a good example of conflicting policy objectives. On
the one hand, the production policy was designed to substitute wheat

imports, while on the other hand, the consumption policy, although

not necessarily designed to stimulate wheat consumption, in fact

did so, and this in turn required more imports. Thus, the effect

of the wheat production policy, as an import substitution policy,
was partially or totally overridden by the consumption policy and
the distortion in the exchange rate.

In an attempt to isolate the effects that overvaluation of the

cruzeiro had on the results of Table D.3, Appendix D the figures
in that table were recalculated using the official exchange rate.

The results are presented in Table D.4, Appendix D. The production
policy is found to have a larger effect when the distortion in the
exchange rate is not taken jnto account. This is because domestic

production at world priccs would have been lower and the observed

production would contjnue to be the same. On the other hand, th~
consumptjon policy has a smaller effect on consumption when the

distortion in the cxchange rate is not takcn into account. Finally,

the total change in jmports was found to bc smaller than when the
overvaJuat j on of t.hc cu rrc ncy js t.ikcn into account. Thus the over-
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valuation of th(~ cruzeiro works as a deterrent to the import

substitution policy.

_C_o..:-:.t,B_e_n_ef_i_b_S_a_n_d_E_x_c_h_a_~g_e_R_a_t_e_E_ff_e_c_t_s_

The cost, benefits and exchange rate effects of the brazilian
wheat policy can be viewed, not only considering the explicit, but

also the implicit subsidy (tax) set upon domestic producers and
consumers of wh('at products, through the price of wheat set periodi-

cally by the governament, and through the existing exchange rate
policy.

A summary of the measurements of the refer to effects for the

period of 1966-82 is shown in Table 7. At the outset on can see

that, explicitly, producers and consumers were subsidized, however,

when the effect of the overvaluation of the currency during the

period was taken into account it showed that, in a net sense

producers were taxed and consumers were highly subsidized (compare
line with OER with that one of SER for the subsidy (tax) value

column in Table 7. This was so because an overvaluated currency

works as an export tax for producers and as an import subsidy for
consumers.

The gains 1n welfare for producers, consumers and both grups

combined ranged from 81 to 86 percent of the total subsidy value.

Exceptionally, for the case of producers, when the distortion on
exchange rate was taken into account there was a loss in welfare

for that group. The social cost of the brazilian wheat policy
ranged from 14 to 39 percent of the total subsidy value, what shows

how big these costs can be, as a resul t of such government inter-
ventions. The forcjgn cxchange jmpacts of the brazilian wheat

policy were negativcs jn alI cases, exception ma de for the case of

the production poli cy nn aIys od under t.hc official exchange rate.
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Tab I e 7. I so I ai ed and Comb ined Tota I Monetary Effects of the
Brazi I ian Wheat Pol icy for the Period of 1966-1982.

Total Subsidy Change In Social Foreign
Sector Value= TV Welfare Cost= SC Exchange SC/FE

US$ 1 % of TV % of TV Effects= FEm i I I ion US$ m iI I ion

1. Producers

.whith SER2 250 139 39 - 391 0.25

.whith OER2 838 81 19 291 0.54

2. Consumers

.whith SER 6,136 85 15 - 2,216 0.41

.whith OER 5,871 85 15 - 2,078 0.39

3. Combined 1 & 2

.whith SER 5,886 83 17 - 2,607 0.39

.whith OER 6,709 86 14 - 1,786 0.54

Source: Calegar (1984)
1The respective average values of the SER and OER for 1977

a re: US$ 14. 1/1 C I~$ and US$ 19. 97/1 C r$

2SER= Shadow Exchange Rate and OER= Official Exchange Rate.
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If one a s eurm-j, thatoneofthe major objectives of the wheat

production poli<;y is to promote import substitution of wheat, then

one can argue that such a government intervention did not work

accordingly in H free market situation. Finally, the social cost
per doI lar of foreign exchange saved or spent, due to the brazilian

wheat policy, rilnged from 0.25 to 0.54. It means that, in order

to substitute wheat import of US$ 1 the government had to spent

from US$ 1.25 to US$ 1.54 (see first two lines of last column of
Table 7), and eilch additional US$ 1 of wheat import had a cost

ranged from US$ 1.39 to US$ 1.54 (see third and fourth lines of

last column of Table 7). AlI these results are showing that

brazilian wheat policy has represented a siziable burden for society

as a whdle, and in the case of the wheat production policy, it can

not be justified as an import substitution policy, because 1n a

free market situation the whcat import tended to increase, due to

an implacit taxation of producers as a result of an overvalued
exchange rate.

Figures 7 and 8 show the behavior of cost, benefits and forcign

exchange effects of the brazilian wheat policy for the period of
1966-82, under the official (OER) and the shadow exchange rates

(SER). 8ased on these figures the following comments can be made:

(1) Up until 1972 the impact of the wheat cons mption policy
were minor upon the total subsidy value, consumers welfare and
expenditures of foreign exchange, however, after 1972, up until

1982 the impact of that policy on the first two elements refer to

above had a trend to push thcrn up and on the last one to push it
down, (Figure 7).

(2) Consumers w e r-e c a pt.urj ng a l mo st. a Ll, benefits of the wh eat.

consumption policy, mcanly until 1972, however as the total value
of the subsidy .i n c re ase s the COnSUl11(>I'Scapture less benefits
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relative to thp total value of the subsidy, what implies that the

social cost increases, (Figure 7).

(3) The maxiJ,num Le veL of the wheat consumption subsidy occurred

in 1980, with the respective maximum of expenditure in foreign
exchange, due to the high leveI of wheat imports to supply the
domestic market, (Figure 7).

(4) The w heat. production policy subsidized producers slightly up

until 1972 and <luring 1978-79, however taxed them during the other
years of the peri od and this was meanly a result of the fluctuation

of the wheat prices in the world market, since the lagged world

prices seem to be an import referencial price for the brazilian

government to set the forward domestic price, (Figure 7).

Disaggregated Analysis

Brazilian wheat policy can be viewed as having two basic income
distribution effects. The first is at an aggregated leveI, 1n
which case the issue is the distribution of the implicit and
explicit taxes and subsi dies between producers and consumers. That

issue was considered in the previous section. The second effect
is at a disaggregated leveI, in which the issue is to consider the

distribution of the benefits among producers and c nsumers by size
of farm or by leveI of income, respectively.

1n this section, we exam1ne this second effect and, in particu-

lar, the distribution among consumers. Emphasis is put on the

distribution effects among consumers bccause the consumption policy
seems to involve a larger redistribution of income than does the

production policy. Two basic rcasons can be given for this: (1)

the larger total subsidy costs of the whcat consumption policy when
compared whith t.hc wlieat. production poI i cy , as showed earlier
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and ( 2 ) th,· facts that, to some extent the whole population
of the country "as the costume of consuming wh eat. products and , as

a rule, only médium and large farmers grow wheat in the southern
part of Brazil. An additional reason for concentrating on the
consumption polJcy is that there are more data available for such
an analysis. Du t.a on expenditure and consumption of wheat products
by income class are available, while parallel data on the distribut-

21ion of wheat production by farm size are not available

This section is divided into two parts. ln the first part, some
general conside)'ations on the disaggregated effects of the
consumption policy are presented. ln the second part, we present
and discuss the results of the model developed earlierto

evaluate in more detail the income distribution effects of the
consumption policy for a selected area of Brazil.

General Considerations on the Disaggregated Effects

As a basis for the discussion of the disaggregated effects of
the consumption policy on consumers from different income classes,

the data set collected by FlBGE(l) and some direct price elasticties
estimated by Garcia (1978) will be examined. Two main considerat-
ions will be emphasized. The first is the effect of the consumpt-
ion subsidy on consumers' expenditures of wheat products. The

second is the effect of the consumption subsidy on calorie consumpt-
ion from wheat products. ln both cases we will consider a specific
region of Brazil, Region 4 of the FlBGE survey. (Region 4 encompas-
ses the states of Minas Gerais and Esp{rito Santo). Within this

21
Lopes (1977) has sLudicd the effect of the distortion ln the
exchange rate hy sizc of farm for Brazil as a Khole. He found
that taxation hy uvcrvallJntion Lhe cruzeiro had a regressive in-
come distribution crfcct. Lnrge producers are able to escape
the export tax by J'('()J'g:tnjzi ng t.h ei r- rcsources. This option is
not available t.o t.Li r: ,,,,mal] produ ccr ,
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region, data 011 the metro area of Belo Horizonte, are taken to

represent the ul'ban area of Minas Gerais, and data on the states of

Minas Gerais ano Espirito Santo are used to represent the rural
area.

For each re~ion of the F1BGE survey thetotal expenditure and

the consumption of wheat products are almost invariably positively

correlated with the total expenditures of the family by expenditure
class. This pO."itive correlation indicates that the higher the
expenditure class, the greater. (in absolute terms) are the benefits
captured by the consumers in those classes. On the other hand,
for the specifj(" case of the metro area of Belo Horizonte (Table 8),
the budget shar0 of wheat products is inversely correlated with
total expendi tUJ'e by expendi ture class 22 . This suggests that, in

relative terms, Lhe lower expenditure classes could gain more from

the consumption subsidy than the upper expenditure classes.

Thus, for the urban area considered ab6ve, any decline in the

consumption subsidy can lead to a decline in real income, since
there are few close substitutes for the wheat products. An increase
in the price of those products means that within a limited budget,
less money will be left to be allocated to other products. More-
over, the medium- and low-income groups will lose more relati ve to
their total expenditures than the high-income groups that have
high total expendi tures.

1n the rural area, both the amount consumed and the expenditures
on wheat products increase as one moves up in the expenditure
classes. \-\(),~e"er, tne buc\get shares presen"t -a s"table maximum i:or

the middle classes, whiJe declining as income increases further.

22
L01\' , medium and h i gh oxpond i 'Lure cJ asses are assumed to be,
respectively, 'Lhe f i rs.t.t.w o , 'Lhe following five, and the last
two classes.
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Table 8 Annual Expenditures and Budget Shares Per Capita, Hetropolitan Area
of Uelo Horizonte and Rural Areas of Minas Gerais and Espirito Santo,
Brar:il, 1974-75

Household Average
Expenditure Annual

wp1 BS2 CF3Classes Per Capita Rice BS Beans BS BS Com BS
Cr$ Expenditure Cr$ % Cr$ % Cr$ % Cr$ % Cr$ %

HETROPOLITAN AREA

Less than 4500 1,604 56 3.5 70 4.4 44 2.7 15 0.9 13 0.8
4500 - !j~~9 1,749 57 3.3 105 6.0 51 2.9 13 0.7 14 0.8
9000 - 11299 2,549 86 3.4 154 6.0 60 2.4 19 0.7 14 0.5

11300 - 1579!1 2,692 '07 3.2 144 5.3 53 2.0 9 0.3 12 0.4
15'000- 225~9 3,7~3 111 2.9 164 4.3 63 1.7 15 0.4 12 0.3
22600 - 31599 4,453 122 2.7 143 3.2 54 1.2 10 0.2 10 0.2
31600 - 451~~ 5,919 143 2.4 132 2.2 50 0.8 9 0.2 10 0.2
452VO - 67799 10,869 1'02 1.7 154 1.4 60 0.5 12 0.1 9 0.1
Ov er 67~~~ 27,494 229 0.8 131 0.5 51 v.2 25 0.1 16 0.1

ALL CLASSES 6,755 123 1.8 140 2.1 54 0.8 13 0.2 12 0.2

RURAL AREA

Less than 2300 530 9 1.6 39 7.3 46 8.6 21 3.9 14 2.6
2300 - 33~9 955 19 2.0 77 8.1 70 7.3 28 2.9 39 4.1
3400 - 4499 991 21 2.1 93 9.4 65 6.5 20 2.0 36 3.7
4500 - 67~9 1,123 2'0 2.5 112 10.0 69 6.1 22 2.0 38 3.4
6S00 - 89~!I 1,574 39 2.5 159 10.1 88 5.6 23 1.4 48 3.0
9000 - 157~9 1,690 42 2.5 163 9.7 79 4.7 14 0.8 48 2.8

1580U - 2259~ L,670 60 2.3 190 7.1 91 3.4 19 0.7 54 2.0
2260U - 315~9 3,778 67 1.8 221 5.8 84 2.2 17 0.4 55 0.6
Over 315':i9 7,863· 104 1.3 265 .3.4 98 1.2 20 0.3 43 0.6

ALL CLASSES 2,26!j 48 2.1 172 7.6 87 3.9 21 0.9 50 2.2

Source: FlEGE (3).

Notes: 1'vJPc wheat products (wheat bread + macaron1 + wheat flour).
2BS budget share
3CF ~ cassava flour
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These data SUppl1rt the hypothesis that ln rural areas, the consumpt-

ion subsidy has benefited the higher income groups in absolute

terms a n d , in r-r- lati ve terms, the medium income groups.

A comparison of calorie consumption as a percentage of total
calories c on sumr-jj per day in the metropoli tan area wi th that in the

rural areas (Table 9), for the c~se of wheat products, shows clearly

that the wheat consumption policy has discriminated against rural
consumers, sinc(o wheat products play a smaller part in their
diets. Moreover, in both rurql and urban areas, the higher the
income class, tlle higher the calorie consumption of wheat products
1n absolute terms.

Considering the above observations for the urban and rural areas
together, one can conclude that a large amount of the budgetary

costs of the wheat consumption subsidy was captured by the non-
target group--the high- and medium-income people. Thus, the cost
effectiveness of this general price subsidy was most likely quite

23low .

For purposes of comparison, data on budget share and calorie
consumption for rice, beans, cassava flour and corn were also
included in Tables 8 and 9. For the metropolitan area, in terms
of budget shares (Table 8), rice is shown to have the largest share
among the fi ve products. The implication is that a general consumpt-
ion subsidy for rice (at the same leveI as for wheat) would have

better redistributive effects if the price elasticities of demand

by income classes for both products behaved appropriately.

Upon inspectjon, it can be seen that for the metropolitan area

23
The cost .i n cu r-r-o d by the government per uni t change in nutrient
consumption by t.h c ta r-g et. group could have b een high, i oe., the
effecti veness o f t.h c money spent in that program is 1O\\'.
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Table 9 Calorie Consumption Per Consumer Day (Comensal Dia) by Expenditure
C189s, Metropolitan Area of Belo llorizonte, MG and Rural Areas of
Minas Gerais and Espirito Santo, Brazll, 1974-75

Household
Expenditure Total
Classes1 Calories

wp2 Z3 CF4Cr~ per Dav Rice % Beans % % Co rn %

METROPOLITAN AREA

Less than 4500 1,457 lH9 13.0 274 18.8 152 10.4 28 1.9 122 H.4
4500 - 899<:1 1,824 196 10.7 435 23.8 187 10.3 21 1.2 94 5.2
9000 - 1129!1 1,852 236 12.7 465 25.0 169 9.1 22 1.2 68 3.7

11300 - 1579<:1 1,903 247 13.0 470 24.7 161 8.5 12 0.6 66 3.5
15800 - 2259<:1 1,933 257 13.3 475 24.6 161 8.3 16 0.8 57 2.9
22600 - 315<:19 2,027 297 14.7 453 22.3 154 7.6 12 0.6 52 2.6
51600 - 4519':1 2,138 339 15.9 412 19.3 136 6.4 14 0.7 41 1.9
45200 - 677':1<:12,170 338 15.6 386 17.8 129 5.9 11 0.5 32 1.5
ove r 677':19 2,323 356 15.3 321 13.8 102 4.4 17 0.7 30 1.3

ALL CLASSES 2,040 289 14.2 423 20.7 146 7.2 15 0.7 52 2.5

RURAL AREA

Less than 2300 1,478 33 2.2 186 12.6 297 20.1 245 16.6 150 10.1
2300 - 339':1 1,865 57 3.1 272 14.6 296 15.9 213 11.4 250 13.4
3400 - 449<:1 1,972 75 3.8 337 17.1 284 14.4 179 9.1 291 14.8
4500 - 67':1<:12,098 88 4.2 410 19.5. 311 14.8 176 8.4 270 12.9
6800 - 8999 2,212 104 4.7 465 21.0 301 13.6 149 6.7 271 12.3
9000 - 15799 2,420 123 5.1 551 22.8 302 12.5 117 4.8 294 12.1

15800 - 2259':1 2,611 161 6.2 557 21.3 321 12.3 134 5.1 232 8.9
22600 - 31599 2,715 169 6.2 660 24.3 286 10.5 110 4.1 234 8.6
Over 3159':1 2,784 191 6.9 663 23.8 273 9.8 98 3.5 146 5.2

ALL CLASSES 2,354 122 5.2 506 21.5 300 12.7 140 5.9 256 10.9

Source: FlBGE (2).
1 average expenditure classes are the sameNotes: The correspondents annual

as those in Table 17.
2\-.'P vhe at products (•...heat bread + macaroni + •...heat f Lou r )

3 I. percentage of respective total calories.
4CF = cassava fIour
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aIL other p r-o dur-j.j, .i.n Tables 8 and 9 have better target-oriented

characteris ics than do wheat products (in terms of a general price

subsidy to benefit low income people). That is, both budget

shares and ;>er ('api ta calorie consumption in general tend to
decline as lnCOllle increases. However, the decline is less rapid for

wheat products 1.han it is for the products other than wheat.

Estimates or the price elasticities of demand for the wheat pro-

ducts and for rice are presented in Table 10. These are taken

from Garcia (1978). For three.wheat products the absolute sizes of
these elastici~jes increases as income leveI increases, and then

decline at high('r income leveI. For rice, the price elasticity

declines continllously as family income rises. the elasticities

tend to be highcr for wheat bread and wheat flour than for macaroni
and rice.

The Income Distribution Effect

The effects of the 1974-75 consumption subsidy on the income
distribution of the population of the Belo Horizonte metropolitan

area were quantified using the data presented in Tabels B.l and

B.2, Appcndix B, Table 10, and the formulas developed in Chapter 2.

These calculations provide a rough idea of the income distribution
effects of the consumption policy when the distortion in the

exchange rate is taken into account (Table 11).

The estimated pcr capita subsidy by income class increases with

the increase in expenditure leveI. This is caused by the larger
quantity of wheat products c on sum od as i ncome increases. The change

in consumer welfare as a p e r-c cnt.ag e of t.ot a L costs decreases from

the first to the fOIII'th class a nd j nc r-c ase s thereafter. This is
primarily a re su I t. of the s i.ze anel h o va v i o r- of the different price

elasticities of d c-m a n d for ""hC;IC b rc ad , .naca ron i. and wheat flour
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Table ~1O EstitllJitesof Direct Price Elasticities of Demand, Wheat
Products and Rice, by Income Class, Juiz de Fora, MG, 1973.

Household Demand Elasitcities
Income Classes

Cr$ Wheat Bread Macaroni Wheat Flour Rice

Less than 4,591 - 0.199 - 0.119 0.284 - 0.153

4,591 - 7,143 - 0.427 - 0.144 - 0.472 - 0.150

7,144 - 10,U53 - 0.486 - 0.127 - 0.512 - 0.126

10,054 - 13,158 - 0.484 - 0.107 - 0.528 - 0.105

13,159 - 18,645 - U.407 - 0.082 - 0.553 - 0.078

Hl,646 - 32,978 - 0.220 - 0.058 - 0.566 - 0.058

32,979 - 44,991 O - 0.041 - 0.559 - 0.040

44,992 - 74,876 O - 0.028 - 0.575 - 0.026

74,877 - 166,835 O - 0.014 - 0.589 - 0.014

SOURCE: Garcia (1978).
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Table 11 Estimated Per Cap1ta Distr1bution of Yearly Costs and Benef1ts,
Wheat Consumption Po11cy, Metropolitan Area of Belo Horizonte, Me,
Braz1l, 1n Cr$, 19741•

Household Per Change in
Expenditure Per Cap1ta Capita Consurner % Social % CC\oI
Classes Expend1ture Subsidy Welfare of Cost of PCE x 100

Cr$ PCE PCS % CCW PCS SC PCS

Less than 4,500 1,604 35 100 28 82 6 18 1.77

4,500 - B,99Y 1,749 35 100 24 66 12 34 1.35

9,000 - 11,299 2.549 42 100 27 63 16 37 1.05

11,300 - 15,799 2,692 44 100 27 62 17 38 1.01

15,~UO - 22,5Y9 3.793 46 100 30 66 15 34 0.80
22,600 - 31,500 4.453 52 100 41 78 11 22 0.92
31,600 - 45,199 5,919 60 100 57 96 2 4 0.96

45,20U - 67,799 1O,86Y 59 100 57 96 2 4 0.52
Over 67,799 27,494 62 100 58 94 4 6 0.21

Source: Calculated by the author.

Note: 1 include wheat bread,Wheat products macaroni and ~heat flour
directly used by consurners.
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(Table 10). th~ results presented in Table 11 were obtained from

the summation 01' the individual results for wheat bread, macaroni
~4and wheat flour .

The social ~ost is greater for the low and medium-income
consumers than for the upper income groups. This is due primarily
to the magnitude. of the price elasticity of demand (Table 10).

The last CO]umn of Table 11 shows the relative impact of the
consumption subsidy on the consumer's real expenditures. The two
Lcwe r-v ex p en d í t.nr.s, classes h ave' a greater relati ve gain than the
medium and highcr classes. The medium classes, from the third
class up to the seventh, show approximately the same relative
gain. the two highest expenditure classes gain on the average 73

percent less than the average of the two lowest expenditure
classes. These results suggest that a cut in the concumption sub-
sidy will hurt the low- and medium-incorne groups relatively
more than the higher 1ncome groups.

In an attempt to evaluate the effects of transferring the

consumption subsidy from wheat to rice, we estimated for rice, in

Table 12, the same policy measures as are estimated for wheat in
25Table 11, considering the value of the subsidy to be the same .

Three main advantages appear to favor a rice subsidy compared to
a wheat subsidy. First, the change 1n consumers' welfare is
larger for the lower income classes up to the sixth income class.

Second, the social costs are extremely low due to the lower price
elasticity of demando i\nd finally, the increase in the real
expenditure power is aJmost doubled for the first five income

classes, with the cxccption of the first income class wich remains

24The individual rcsul t.s are not p r-c scnt.cd , but can b e obtained from
the author.

25 .For det a i Ls on UJ c: m r- t .l r o cl o 1 ogy ;j 11d d ~1t,a se t. u sed t o der ive the
results of 'I'a b lo 8, ,s('c Ap pcn di x C.
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TBble 12 Est1mated Per Cap1ta Distr1but10n of Yearly Cost s and Benef1ts,
General Pr1ce Subs1dy to Rice 1n the Metropo11tan Area of Belo
Hor1zonte, Me, Braz1l, 1n Cr$, 1974.

Household Per Change in
Expenditure Per Cap1ta Cap1ta Consumer % Social % CCWClasses Expenditure Subs1dy Welf are of Cost of PCE x IDO

Cr$ PCE PCS % CCW PCS se PCS.
Less than 4,500 1,604 32 100 31 97 0.99 3.15 1.90

4,5UO - tl,999 1,749 50 100 48 97 1.55 3.09 2.77

9,000 - 11,2~9 2,549 53 100 52 97 1.38 2.61 2.02

11,300 - 15,799 2,692 53 100 52 98 1.16 2.18 1.93

15,800 - 22,5~9 3,793 53 100 52 98 0.86 1.62 1.38

22,600 - 31,599 4,453 50 100 50 99 0.61 1.21 1.11

31,600 - 45,199 5,919 45 100 45 99 0.38 0.84 0.76

45,200 - 67,799 10,869 42 100 42 99 0.23 0.54 0.39

Over 67,799 27,494 35 100 35 100 0.10 0.29 0.13

Source: Calculated by the author.
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almost unchanged. AlI of these results are mainly due to the higher
per capita consu~ption of rice by alI income classes, and
p.specially the first classes, and to the small and decreasing

magnitudes of the price elasticities of demand for rice as income
increases (see Jnst column of Table 10).

Table 13 is derived from Tables 11 and 12, and Table B.3 of
Appendix B. It presents the cumulative distributions of consumers,
total expenditul'es, and change in consumers' w eLf a r-e for the case
af wheat and for the case of rice. Those cumulative distributions

26are used for dr~wing the concentration curves of Figure 9 At

the out-set, it can be seen that with the exception of the first

income stratum, the distribution of the change in consumers'

welfare when the consumption subsidy is for rice is slightly
biased toward the low-income group. This is because the cumulative
percentage of the change in consumers' welfare in the case of rice

is almost aJways greater then in the case of wheat and is also
greater than the cumulative percentage of the population.

Figure 9 shows five basic curves. Curve A is the change ln the
consumers' welfare distribution curve when the subsidy is given
to rice. Curve B is the perfect equality curve. Curve C es the
same as Curve A when the subsidy is given to wheat. Curve D is the
expenditure distribution curve. And last, Curve E is the line of
perfect inequality.

Some important conclusions can be drawn from Figure 9. First,
since Curve A, except for the first income class, is above Curve B,

the distribution of benefits of a rice consumption subsidy is biased
toward low-income people. The rever se is true for Curve C. However,

26
These curves have :intcrprctat:ions analogues to the Lorenz curve
for income dLs t.r-j but.j on .
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Table 13 Cumulative Perceotages of Coosumers' Expenditure aod Chaoge
io Coosumers' Welfare per Expeoditure Class io Belo
Horizonte, MG, Brazil, 1974-75.

Household Curnulative Curnulative
Expenditute Curnulative Curnulative i. of % of
Classes % of 1 % of Total 1 CCW with 2 CCW with 3

Cr$ Coosurners Expenditure Wheat Subsidy Rice Subsidy

Less than 4,500 1.2 0.3 0.9 0.8

4,500 8,999 11.3 2.9 8.0 11.4

9,000 - 11,299 18.4 5.6 14.0 19.2

11,300 - 15,799 33.6 11.6 27.4 35.9

15,800 - 22,599 51.3 21.5 43.7 55.4

22,600 - 31,599 67.8 32.4 61.0 72.6

31,600 - 45,199 /H. O 43.9 77 .0 85.0

45,200 - 67,799 89.5 57.6 87.1 92.5

Over 67,799 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Source: Calculated by the author.

Notes: 1Colurnos 3 aod 4 Df Table B.3, Appeodix B.

2Curnulative multiplication of Colurno
Colurnn 3 Df Table B.3, Appendix B.
Consurners' Welfare.

3 of Table 11 and
And CCW = Chàoge io

3Curnulative rnultiplication Df Colurno
Colurno 3 of TabIe B.3, Appendix B.
Consumers' WeIfare.

3 of Table 11 and
And CCW = Change in
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since Curve C j~ above Curve D, the wheat consumption subsidy--even

though biased toward high-income groups--has some power to
deconcentrate il1come.

The main pr'oblem wi th the subsidies for both wheat and race is
related to t.he í r- low cost-effecti veness, caused by a large spill-
over effect. This will be shown in the next section.

A final question is, "Which consumption subsidy would be better
from a nutritional standpoint?" Since both wheat products and rice

are rich calori(· sources, we áttempted to evaluate the per capita

daily gain in calories due to the subsidy for each product (Table

In both cases, the increase in calorie consumption was
relatively small (less than 1.5% of the per capita calorie consumpt-
ion) . This is because of the relatively low values of the price
elasticities of demand for both prodllcts. In effect, the
subsidies were working more as an income transfer than as an

instrument to stimulate food consumption directly.

The spillover effect of these policies for either wheat or
rice is large because thenonterget group, consumers above the

third incorne stratum, for example, consume the largest amount of
the total wheat or rice ~onsumed. Hence one can conclude that a
general price subsidy for rice presents a lower social cost than a
general price subsidy for wheat. Moreover, if the primary goals of
subsidizing food consumption is to improve the income distribution

and th e nu t r it ion aIs t at uso f t h e p oo r, t h en ric e i s s I i ght Iy b etter
them wheat. In the case of wheat, a general price subsidy is even
more costly because thc prcscnt wheat consumption policy directs
the subsidy to thc whcat g ra í n that m í Ll.ers buy from the government.

A study by Pereira ,C;oa1'CS(1980) r-o p o rt.cd that during the period

1967 to 1977 millcrs .i pp r-o p r-La t.ed app r-o x i m at.eLy one-third of the
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Table 14 Estimated Daily Increase 1n Calorie Consumpt1on Due to a
General Pr1ce Consumption Subs1dy, Wheat and Rice, Belo
Horizonte, MG, Brazil, 1974.

Household Calorie
1Consumptioo

A

Increase io Calories

Expenditure
Class

Wheat2Subsidy
B

Rice 2
Subs1dy

C
CB x 100

Less than 4,500 1,446 11 17 154

4,500 - b,999 1,804 20 27 135

9,000 - 11,299 1,826 26 24 92

11,300 - 15,799 1,875 28 20 71

15,BOO - 22,599 1,907 26 15 58

22, 600 - 31,599 2,007 20 10 50

31,600 - 45,199 2,132 6 7 116

45,200 - 67,799 2,163 7 4 57

Over 67,799 2,313 10 2 20

Source: Calculated by the author.

Notes: lThis column is the actual per capita calorie consumption sur-
veyed by FIBGE (2), less the increase in calories due to the
wheat consumption subsidy, since the subsidy was in effect in
1974.

?-These colurnns were obtained from the rnadel àevelaped in
Chapter 2.
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value of the subsidy through manipulations in the production of

special wheat fJour and in the marketing of the bran, which was

not under stron~ government controlo

1n the case of rice, even if there were better distributional
characteristics (see Figure 9), a general price subsidy would be

very difficult to administer because of a lack of organizational
structure (see Carvalho, 1981). The question rema1ns, if the
gove r-nment s 's r<'al goals are a more equitable distribution of

income and/or illsuring the nutritional status of the poor, which

kind of program should the government undertake?

section will t;lckle this questiono
The next

Alternative Consumption Policies

1n this section we present and discuss the resuIts obtained

from the applic~tion of the disaggregated model presented in Chapter

2. The model w~s applied to the case of wheat bread, rice, and
edible beans, considering Brazil as a whole. The data set used 1n
the analysis is found in Table A.6 of Appendix A. The policy
,objective was to increase the per capita daily consumption of

caIories by the target group by 64 calories--the increase achieved

by the 1974 wheat subsidy (for details, see footnote 7 in Table A.6,

Appendix A).

As shown by the results 1n Table 15, for the case of wheat

bread the most cost-effective program--the best in terms of lowest

fiscal cost and low pcr unit cost of additional wheat bread
supplied to consumers--was a food stam programo The t.w o w ors t.

programs were a tarcct, oricntcd pr1ce subsidy and a general prlce
subsí.dy , w h i ch h a v e hi Gh f-iscal costs a nd a consequent high cost

per unit of incrcrncnt I n wh oat. b rea d consumption.
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Table ] 5 cstimated Fiscal Costs and the Costs of Each Additional Unit of
Wheat Bread Consumed under Alternative Programs, anf
Alternative Parameters, Brazil, 1974 (Cr$ of 1977).

- 1.5 E: 3.0 E: aoE:

Program np np np

-0.4 -0.6 -0.4 -0.6 -0.4 -0.6

Target Ori'-nted

Food Stamp 2 6.96 7.42 6.22 6.42 5.38 5.38FC3 15.56 16.59 13.91 14.36 12.02 12.02
%

UC4 3.75 4.00 3.35 3.46 2.90 2.90TE

Price Subsidy FC 19.07 13.70 18.33 12.70 17.49 11. 66
UC 42.63 30.64 40.99 28.41 39.10 26.06

% TE 10.28 7.38 9.88 6.84 9.43 6.28
General

Price Su bs idy FC 35.22 23.4!; 30.94 20.63 33.75 20.97
UC 71:L75 52.50 69.19 46.13 75.48 46.90

% TE 18.98 12.65 16.67 11.12 18.19 11.30

Source: Calculated by the author.

Notes: lEstirnates af np -0.4 and E: = 1.5 were obtained from Garcia
(1978), and assurned by the author respectively. The estimate np = 0.6,
is arbitrarily 50% larger, in absolute value, than the estimated ori-
ginal value, -0.4. The sarne procedure was applied to obtain E: = 3.0,
and for sensitivity purposes, E: = 00 was also arbitrarily assumed. nrand np can be obtained through the use of the formulas in Section 2.3,
knawing that the valui af a = 0.5 and nt = -0.34, with this last value
abtained from Ferreira e Silva (1981).
2FC = Fiscal Cost in billians af real Cr$ af 1977;

3UC = Unit Cast af additianal wheat bread cansumed. The price af
ane Kilagram af wheat bread in real terrns af 1977 was Cr$12.02 in
1974 (FlBGE (1)).

4% TE = percentage of the FC with respect to the treasure expenditure
during 1974 (Cr$185,567,430,UOO) in real Cr$ af 1977 (Banco Central,
1982, p , 68).
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When the general price subsidy program is compared with a food

stamp program for bread, it can be seen that the fiscal cost of the

subsidy program could be three to five times that of a food stamp
programo This is a very significant difference. If the present

fiscal cost of the general price subsidy for wheat were shifted

to a food stamp program for bread the per capita benefits could be

substantially larger. Moreover, the fiscal cost of a food stamp

program as a percentage of the treasury expenditure is one-third

toone-fourth of that of a general price subsidy. This is important

because Brazil has been pressed by the IMF to reduce the budget
deficit. A shift from the general price subsidy for wheat to a

food stamp program for wheat bread could contribute strongly to

that objective without lowering the nutritional status of low
income people.

The sensitivity analysis with the different values of the price

elasticities of supply (~) and demand (~ ) show that as the supply
p

elasticity of wheat bread increases together with the elasticity

of demand for wheat bread, with the target group held constant,
the fiscal cost of alI programs decreases. Given that Brazil is a

net importer of wheat (facing a horizontal world supply of wheat

grain and wheat flour), and if the bakery industry can be assumed

to be a constant cost industry, then the more realistic fiscal
costs would be those under the ~ = CjJ • This puts the food stanp
program for bread in a favorable position when compared with the

general price subsidy for wheat bread. The results of the sensivi-
ty analyses of the different price elasticities of demand with a

fixed supply elasticiLy, in general, did not show great differences.

The results for the case of rjce are presented in Table 16.
Again, the best p r-o g r-a m js t.he food stamp program. It has the
l owest, fiscal c os t. a n d c onscqucn t.Ly the Low cst. cost per additional
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Table 16 Estimated Fiscal Costs and the Costs of Each Additional uhit of
Rice Consumed, Alternative Programs, Alternative Parameters,
Brazil, 1974 (Cr$ of 1977)1.

e:: - 0.31 e:: 0.62 e:: = cc

Program n np npp
-0.15 -0.23 -0.15 -0.23 -0.15 -0.23

Target Oriented

Food Stamp FC2 5.82 8.36 4.76 5.76 3.03 3.03
UC3 17.62 25.29 14.42 17.42 9.18 9.18

% TE4 3.14 4.51 2.57 3.10 1.63 1.63

Price Subsidy FC 26.21 20.60 25.15 18.00 23.42 15.27
UC 7Y.30 62.32 76.10 54.45 70.86 46.21

% TE 14.12 11.10 13.55 9.70 12.62 8.23
General

Price Subsidy FC 61.22 39.93 50.56 32.97 45.99 28.74
UC 185.81 120.81 152.98 99.77 139.15 86.95

i- TE 32.99 21. 52 27 .25 17.77 24.78 15.49

Source: Calculated by the author.

Notes: lEstimates of n = -0.15 and e:: = 0.31 were taken from Garcia
(1978) and Pastore (1971), respectively. The estimate np = -0.23 was
obtained by arbitrarily increasing np by 50 percent, in absolute
value, than its original value, -0.15. The same procedure was used
to abtain e:: = 0.62. Far functian sensitivity purposes, it was
arbitrarily assumed that e:: = "'. nr and e::p can be obtained thraugh
the use of the formulas in Section 2.3, knowing that the value af
a = 0.5 and Tlt = -0.13 [average from Paniago (1969) and Mandell
(1972) estimates for Brazil).
2 FCm= Fiscal Cost in bil1ions of real Cr$ af 1977.

3UC = Unit Cost of additional wheat bread consumed. The price of one
Kilogram af rice in real Cr$ of 1977 was Cr$ 9.18, in 1974 (FIBGE(l)).

4%TE = percentage of the FC with respect to the treasury expenditure
during 1974 (Cr$ 185,567,430,000) in real Cr$ of 1977 (Banco Central,
1982, p. 68).
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unit of rice consumed by the target group. For the remaining pro-

grams in increasing order of magnitude of fiscal cost, we have a

price subsidy for a targed group and a general price sub~idy. The

differences in cost effectiveness among alI three programs are,

in general, substantially large, indicating that any program other

than a food stamp program would put a sizeable drain on the public
budget. In a short-run situation, for a typical case for rice in
Brazil with a price elasticity of supply of t = 0.31, and a price

elasticity of demand by the low-income group of
st amp program is four times

TI = -0.15, a food
p

cheaper than a target-oriented price

subsidy, and more than ten tines cheaper than a general price sub-
sidy.

'T"~fle sensitivity analysis indicated that as t lS increase with TI
p

(FC, DC and % TE) declines,fixed, the value of alI policy measures

although 1n general it declines slowly. the same can be said for

the case of varying TI with t fixed.
-p

The results for the case of edible beans are presented in Table

17. The rank in terms of cost-effectiveness is food stamp, target
oriented price subsidy and general price subsidy. The sensitivity
analysis and the d-fferences nmong programs foJlow the same pattern
as for rice. If the typical short-run situation for edible beans

in Brazil is consi~ered to be a price elasticity t = 0.26 and a
demand elasticity TI

P
-0.40, then a food stamp program is nore

than six times cheapcr than a general price subsidy.

Now let us compare t.y p i cal cases for wh ea t. bread (t = O'J, TI
P

-0.15), an d edible beans ( t = 0.26,7J
P

-O'~O), rice (t = 0.31,

7J = -0.40) in order to test the hypothesis defended by sone policy
p

ma~ers and researchers in Brazil and elsewhere: that a shift in the

general price subsidy from wh eat. to r-i.c e or beans w ou Ld result in a
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Table 17 Estimated Fiscal Costs and the Costs of Each Additional Unit
of Edible Beans Consumed, Alternative Programs, and
Alternative Parameters, Brazil, 1974 (Cr$ of 1977)1.

c -= 0.26 E -= 0.52 E - 00

Program np np np
-0.40 -0.60 -0.40 -0.60 -0.40 -0.60

Target Oriented

Food Stamp FC2 5.65 7.63 4.84 5.92 3.31 2.79
UC3 18.75 25.33 16.07 19.65 9.26 9.26

% TE4 3.04 4.11 2.61 3.19 1.50 1.50

Price Subsidy FC 11.93 10.89 11.13 9.18 11.22 6.05
UC 39.62 36.16 36.94 30.48 31.42 20.09

:4 TE 6.43 5.87 6.00 4.95 4.89 3.26

General

Price Subsidy FC 42.66 28.44 26.71 17.81 21.25 10.79
UC 141. 62 94.41 88.68 59.12 59.53 35.83

% TE 22.99 15.37 14.39 9.60 9.33 5.81

Source: Calculated by the author.

Notes: 1Estimates of n = -0.40 and E = 0.26 were assurned by the
author [based on the value of nt = -0.32 estimated by Paniago (1969)
and the midpoint between the estimates made by Paniago (1969), 0.14,
and by Pastore (1971), 0.37, respectively. ln order to obtain the
values np = -0.60 and E = 0.52 and E = 00, the same procedure was used
as in Table 15. The value af a was assurned a = 0.5.
2 FCm= Fiscal Cost in billion of real CR$ of 1977.

3UC = Unit Cost of additional wheat bread consurnption. The price of
one Kilogram of edible beans in real Cr$ of 1977 was Cr$ 9.26,in 1974
(FlBGE(l)).
4 .%TE = percentage of the TC with respect tot he treasury expenditure
during 1974 (Cr$185, 567, 430,000) in real Cr$ of 1977 (Banco Central,
1982, p, 61::l).
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lower cost altepnative. The results in Tables 15, 16 and 17 reject

the above hypothesis since the fiscal cost of a general price sub-

sidy for wheat bread is shown to be alrnost half the cost of a simi-

lar program for rice or beans. However, in alI of the cases, a

general price subsidy puts a heavy burden on the treasury (see %
TE). Because of this and the high spillover effect discussed

earlier, even the cheapest subsidy program, the one for wheat bread,

does not appear to be the best for the Brazilian situation.

Let us next consider and çompare cases for a food stamp programo

The cost of a food stamp program for wheat bread (5.38 billion

cruzeiros or US$ 269 million, five times less than a general price

subsidy for wheat. bread), would not differ greatly from that for

the rice or even for beans. If the choice is to be between a
program for whea~ bread and one for rice or beans, then a case might

be made favoring rice or beans in order to save foreign exchange
on wheat imports. This assumes that the fiscal cost difference of

the two programs (Tables 15 and 16) are not significant, and that
the additional rice or beans conSllmed will be produced economically
domestically.

One should not forget that, even if the choice of rice ln these

circumstances could lead to savings in foreign exchange, on the
other hand there is a social cost implicit in any programo It could

be that, in a general equilibrium framework, the choice of a food

stamp program for rice, as mentioned above, would lead to a decline

in exports and, consequcntly, to a decline in foreign exchange
revenue due to the high dornestic resource costs of the import substi-

tution policy of c}loosing rice over wheat bread as a product for
the food stamp programo
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CONCLllSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

Conclusions

For the perjod considered in this study (1966-1982), the
Brazilian goverllment ma de a sustained effort to achieve self-

sufficiency in wheat production through a production policy that

consisted of a guaranteed producer price keyed to the cost of
producing wheat. This producer price was generally above border
prices evaluated at official exchange rates. In terms of increas-

ed wheat production compared with the levels qf production if the

free market had prevailed, this policy showed positive results in
some ten years, and negative effect in seven others. The reason
for this disparate result is that the value of the cruzeiro was
persistently overvalued in this period. Hence, the producer sub-
sidy in most cases was only offsetting the tax of a distorced
exchange rate. In seven years of the period studieJ the producer
subsidy did not cover the implicit tax of the overvalued currency.

The wheat consumption policy, like the production policy, had

two main components, one caused by the overvalued currency working

as an implicit subsidy for consumers, the other made up of an
explicit general price subsidy, mainly after 1972. Throughout
the period aggregated wheat consumption increased as a consequence

af the policies, and with the exception of three years (1970-1972),
this increase was greater than the increases in wheat production.

As a whole, the ex pl ici t p r-o du ct.o 00 subsidy w a s able to reduce

imports in a net scnsc only durjng lhe three years referred to
above. The gains jn productjon were small, cspecially after dis-
caunting for the i nCI'casc i n s ccd (]<.:Jllilnd t.h e f o l Low i.n g year as a
resul of i n c r e a s c s i n a r r- a

28pJantrd

28
The conclusions t.o t.h i ,<.; po i nt. .r ro cl rawn from thr results of Tables
n.z , Appendix 1).
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ln total, ttl~ wheat production policies for the whole period
represented a tax on producers of approximately 7 billion cruzeiros

29of 1977, which corresponds to 350 million dollars . This was due

in part to the rise in the price of wheat in the world market in

the mid-and late 1970's, at which time the domestic price set by

the government fell short of the border price. ln addition, the

overvaluation of the cruzeiro represented a tax on producers.

The social costs of the producer policieswere around 2 billion

cruzeiros, or 97 million dollar~, and the estimated expenditure

on foreign exchange induced by the policies was estimated to be more
than 391 million dollars. This latter result was contrary to the

stated objectives of the explicit producer policy. Because of

these failures, the wheat production policy was unsatisfactory
in terms of its stated objectives30.

The total cost of the wheat consumption subsidy for the whole
period was 122.5 billion cruzeiros, or 6.1 billion dollars. Of

this total, by our estimates consumers captured 85 percent or 5.2
billion dollars. However, because of spillover effects (approximate-

ly one-third of the total subsidy31) manipulations by the rnillers

(another one-third, estimated by Pereira Soares (1980)), and
because the social costs amounted to 15 percent of the total cost

of the subsidy, only 19 percent of this cost was captured by the

true target group. An important conclusion thus is that the wheat
consumption subsidy is a poor program in terms of cost-effectiveness.
This conclusion is rcinforced with the results obtained through the
alterna~ive consumption policies analysis in which a general price

29
Sh ad ow price e x ch a ng e ra t.e for ]977 w a s c qu aL to Cr$ 19.97/1 US$
(see Table A.3, J\pp('ncJjxJ\).

30For dot.ai Ls , scc T:lbJ c D. 5, Ap p ond i x D, and the discussion asso-
ciated with that Ta!>le.

31This \, uld be :t Iow cr: !>()IITH] i f onc co n s i dcrs t.hat. the non-target
group would b c m o rr: LlI:111 33% o f t.ho f31':l7j]ian population and this
gr-oup , as w a s T'('POI't.(,cI, ('()ll.<"'IIJIll'd lar'gcr per capita quantities of
wheat products.
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subsidy for bread was ranked in third place and had a unit cost five

times greater than that for a food stamp programo

1n terms of [oreign exchange expenditure, the wheat subsidy

program cost Cr$ 44.3 billion or US$ 2.2 billion dollars, an
expenditure not in accord with one of the objectives of the wheat

production polie'y, which was to achieve a saving in foreign

exchange. The c'ffects of ~he production and consumption policies

together are the' sum of the individual effects of each policy.

From the disaggregated anaÍysis one can conclude that, even
though the gains in consumer welfare are slightly biased towards

high-income grollps, the wheat consumption subsidy contributed to

the income redjstribution objective by creating a more equal

distribution of actual income. ~nen ~he same subsidy costs for

wheat were shifted to rice in a simulated general price subsidy, the

result was that the distribution of the gains now were slightly
biased tO\vard the low-income g r-o up s . How ev e r , t.w o main considerat-

ions should be made: Lhe first is that even if a cut in the wheat

consumption subsidy (01' the simulated rice subsidy) harms the low-

and medium-income group more, the drop in real expenditure is low

(less than 2 percent). Second, the nutritional impact in terms of
calories was very low--less than 1.5 percent of the total calorie
intake per capita.

Some final conclusions, based on ~he cases studied, are that
the wh e at. c cn sump t.o on sub s i dy is not a good policy for redistribut-
lng income, nor js jt a good instrument for dealing with malnutrit-
ion probl ems . Til e <11 te rn at. ive pol icy an a ly sis sh ow ed that if con-

sumption of any of ~he procluc~s consjdered (wheat bread, rice and

edible b e a n s ) is t.o b c subsi d i ze d , the subsidy should be through

a target-orientr:d pl'ogTam such as a food st am p program. The food
st.arn p program is shOlvn t.o b e f ou r- to t.e n ~j m e s ch cape r- than a
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general price ~ubsidy, and two to six times cheaper than a target-
oriented price subsidy.

Suggestion~ for Future Research

A large number of parameter used to produce the analysis of this
study carne from secondary sources. In some cases they were estimat-
ed for period ()f time other than that of the study, and under some-
what different conditions. The results could be improved with more
updated estima~es of parameters for aggregate supply and demand,
disaggregate dernand by income 'classes, shadow price of foreign

exchange, and individual intake of wheat products by income
classes.

Once estimates of the parameters of the aggregate demand and
supply curves and of the disaggregated demand curves are obtained,

it will be possible to develop a ncw set of formulas to calculate
the policy meaS\lres derived in LJll:::, st,uày, thus relaxing the

assumption of constant demand and supply parameters.

assumption would bring more realism to the analysis.
ReJaxing that

The production policy analysis could also be extended to account
for the net effect of alI policies that effect wheat production in
each year. ~uch an analysis could be performed by making use of
the theory of effective protection.

In addition it would be interesting to extend the analysis of

the alternative cons\lmption policies to considcr the set of products
that would be more rccommcndcd to be subsidized in cach typical
macro-region in Drazil, considcring the tastes and preferences of
the target groups. Mo rc ov c r- it WOllJd b e of interest to m ak e esti-
mates an d o ornp a r+isons of t.he adrni n i st.rat.Lve costs of target-orient-
ed programs and c oun t.r-y c-w i de p rog r-n m s .
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Finally, it would be of interest to develop a plan to phase
out both subsidjes in order to minimize the negative effects on
wheat growers and low-income consumers.
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APPENDIX A

DATA SET FOR THE AGGREGATED ANALYSIS

Table A.1 Observed Current Prices for Wheat Grain, Brazil, 1965-1982.

Producer Míller CIF Import
1 Price 2 p. 3

Year Price r1ce
Cr$/MT Cr$/MT Cr$/MT

1965 210 157 138

1906 265 180 158

1967 317 218 197

196~ 383 273 235

1969 450 311 2~1

197U 490 402 300

1~71 547 456 385

1972 600 511 466

lY73 75U 573 7134

1974 1,400 713 1,478

1975 1,670 734 1,380

1976 2,130 766 1,702

1977 3,17U 1,202 1,574

1978 4,150 1,432 2,506

197Y 5,400 1,563 4,644

19~0 11,840 2,206 11,654

19tH 28,500 9,918 20,550

1~~2 58,E23 23,921 36,051

Sources: 1Banco do Brasil (197Y, 19C$3).
2SUtU,)j(l~()3).
3 FI P,C;E (l ) , t he CU príce was obtained by díviding the total
C 1 F va l ue of vhe at grain imports by the quantity imported.
(;t"
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APPENDIX A

Table A.2 Production, Seed Consumption, Consumption by Millers, and
Total Imports: ~~eat, Brazil, 1965-1982.

1 1 Consumption 2 lmports 3Production Seeds
Year MT MT MT MT

1965 221,576 17,602 2,3HO,659

1966 298,523 29,076 2,488,062 2,394,408

1967 364,870 47,661 2,404,039 2,446,017

196H 693,59H 71,911 2,884,158 2,621,013

196~ 1,146,319 117,155 2,907,855 2,355,599

1970 1,734,972 166,159 3,033,611 1,969,300

1971 2,03H,632 224,831 3,209,356 1,710,521

1~72 693,399 152,467 3,377 ,669 1,796,877

1973 1,934,439 219,351 3,797,636 2,945,548

1974 2,848,040 279,257 4,116,482 2,399,175

1975 1,582,587 344,575 4,437,274 2,082,376

1976 3,037,864 328,237 5,064,250 3,425,999

1~77 2,012,842 382,699 5,252,116 2,608,068

1978 2,700,707 483,403 5,656,178 4,334,432

1979 2,881,186 402,889 6,096,512 3,650,741

19HU 2,7U2,130 315,177 6,802,036 4,755,116

19H1 2,223,632 388,272 6,097,950 4,360,034

1982 1,!:W2,337 403,365 6,101,072 4,144,000

Sources: 1Banco do Brasil (197':1, 1983).
2SUNAB (l~83).
3n KGl:, (l ) •
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Table A.3 Miscellaneous Data for the Aggregate Analysis of Brazilian
Wheat Policy, Brazil, 1965-19831•

Year

General General General
Fr í ce P'r í ce Pr í ce
lndex lndex lndex
1977=100 1977s100 1977=100
J..nnual June November
Average2 19772 19772

Nomí.na I
Exchange
Rate3

cr$/US$

Shadow
Price
Exchange
Rate4

cr$/US$

Port to
Mill
Expenses
as % of
C.l.F.
Prices5

Fann to
Mill
Expenses
as % of
Fann gate
Prices6

0.09

1965

1966

19b7

19b1:l

1969

1970

1971

1972

1973

1974

1975

1976

1977

1978

1979

19!11

8.1

5.8 5.8 6.4

8.0 8.9

10.4

12.9

15.5

18.6

22.4

26.2

30.2

38.8

"9.6

7 o.:

1liO.0

138.7

213.5

427.5

!l97.3

10.3 11.1

12.9 13.9

15.2 16.8

18.4 19.9

22.4 23.8

26.1 27.6

30.0 31.8

39.3 42.3

48.7 54.7

6B.5 79.9

100.1 111.0

137.4 157.3

199.6 263.7

397.5 561.8

B 64•O 1,118.8

19!13

1982 1,753.7 1,707.4 2,lB5.2

3,l:lBlJ.16,7U6.3

1.90

2.22

2.67

3.38

4.08

4.59

5.29

5.93

6.13

6.79

8.19

10.67

14.14

18.07

26.85

52.71

93.12

179.51

2.28

2.66

3.20

4.06

4.90

5.51

6.35

7.12

7.36

8.15

9.83

12.80

19.97

21.68

32.374

59.194

1Hí.084

221.874

0.15

0.15

0.15

0.15

0.15

0.15

0.15

0.15

0.15

0.15

0.15

0.15

0.18

0.16

0.14

0.13

0.13

0.14

0.09

0.11

0.14

0.16

0.2U

0.20

0.19

0.16

0.16

0.11

0.13

0.19

0.20

0.22

0.15

0.15

0.16

Notes: lThe price elasticities of demand and supply of wheat grain
for the whole period were, respectively, -0.25 and 0.75 obtained from
Rojko et.al. (l':i7B). 2FGV(l). 31MF 09B3). 4Braga and Mascolo
(1983), we use t ue í r percentage overvaIuati on and correct the nominal
exchange rate column above for the years 1979-1982 and for the other
years we assumed as justified in the Ch&pter 3, 20% of avervaluation af
the cruzeiro. 5See Table 4 Appendix A, a simple average fram 1976-19B2
was used for the years 1965-1975. 6Calcclated iram Table 5 Appendix A.
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Table A.4 Estimated Port to Mill Expenses for lmported Wheat, Brazil,
1976-82 (Nominal Cr $/MT).

1976/77
Item

SA3 ES3

l. C.LF. cost 1,847.48 1,526.20

2. Port to mill expenses (2.1-2.12) 277.89 277.07

z.r. TMP1 (3% of CIF) 54.42 45.79

2.2. AFRJ1M2 66.24 78.43

2.3. Quality sample at the origin 0.70 0.83

2.4. Loading 0.93 1.10

2.5. Unloading ú.70 0.83

2.6. Port expenses 31.15 36.88

2.7. "Desestiva" 10.89 12.89

2.8. Freight (Port to mi.Ll ) 22.82 27.01

2.9. Opening of credit (1% of FOB) 17.02 13.69

2.10. Bank of Brazil-CACEX-fee (0.9% of FOB) 15.32 12.32

2.11. Commission on freight 1.28 1.51

2.12. bank of Brazi1 commission (3% of CIF) 55.42 45.79

3. (2) as % of (1) 15.04 18.15

Source: CFP (19b3)

lrHP fee to improve the ports.No t e s :

2AFPJ'1M= f e e to I rap r ove the !'lerchant Marine.

average for September, October, and November for year t.
average for April, May, and June for year t + 1.
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Tab1e A.4 (continued)

1977 /78 1978/79 1979/80
SA ES SA ES SA ES

1,682.05 2,411.65 2,713.97 4,176.80 5,221.00 11,001.94

305.38 388.23 436.91 601.37 751.70 1,415.78

50.46 72.35 81. 42 125.30 156.63 330.06

86.43 99.47 111. 94 138.66 173.32 284.63

0.91 1.05 1.18 1.46 1.82 2.99

1.21 1.40 1.57 1.94 2.43 3.98

0.91 1.05 1.18 1.46 1.82 2.99

40.65 46.7~ 52.65 65.21 81. 51 133.86

14.21 16.35 18.40 22.79 28.49 46.7~

29.77 34.26 3~.5b 47.76 59.70 98.03

15.09 21. 71 24.44 36.22 45.27 93.12

13.58 19.54 21. 99 32.60 40.74 83.80

1.67 1.92 2.16 2.67 3.34 5.48

50.46 72.35 81.42 125.30 156.63 330.06

1~.16 16.10 16.10 14.40 14.40 12.87
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Tab1e A.4 (continued)

1980/81 1981/82 1982/83
SA ES SA ES SA ES

13,022.7Y 18,511.48 24,589.28 32,265.54 43,533.06 87,189.57

1,675.82 2,390.53 3,175.13 4,344.60 5,862.73 12,245.82

390.68 555.34 737.68 967.97 1,305.99 2,615.69

336.91 479.80 637.33 914.98 1,234.49 2,720.66

3.54 5.04 6.69 9.60 12.95 28.54

4.72 6.71 8.92 12.80 17.27 38.06

3.54 5.04 6.69 9.60 12.95 28.54

15~.45 225.64 299.72 430.30 580.56 1,279.48

55.37 78.85 104.74 150.37 202.87 447.11

116.04 165.25 219.50 315.13 425.17 937.01

110.21 160.04 212.59 288.57 38Y.34 780.43

99.20 144.04 191. 33 259.71 350.41 702.39

6.48 9.23 12.26 17.60 23.74 52.32

390.68 555.34 737.68 967.97 1,305.99 2,615.59

12.90 12.90 12.91 13.47 13.47 14.04
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Table 1\.5

To ta 1 Fa rm t o ~1i1 L I~x Pe nses E o r 1)om es tica lL y P rodLIC ed \~h ea t 1.n Ilra z i1 , 1966-19~2 (nominal Cr S/MT).

Ba nk of
Co nse r- Port Personal llrazll General

Year Frei.~t Storage vation Expenses Expenses Commission Expenses Insurance ICM tax

1%6 15.37 7.92 0.00 0.00 0.U2 0.59 1. 50 2.69 0.00
1967 21. 05 14. ]L 0.00 0.53 0.22 0.47 1. 37 3.1~ 0.00
196~ 3b.U3 14.01 U.OO 1.77 0.21 1.13 1. 49 3.88 0.04
1%9 5U.tli. 17.73 0.00 2.12 0.15 2.2/1 1.37 4.60 0.00
B7U 6~.03 27.86 U.UO 2.24 0.09 3.29 1. 68 5.06 0.12 CJ:)
1':!71 75.47 31. 7 'd U.OU 3.03 0.ll1 2.38 3.34 5.67 0.U9 O"-

llJ7L 74. ~ll 2U.33 2.11 4.29 0.27 3.00 3.97 5.69 0.01
1':!73 99.5U 2U.U9 1. !:l7 4.17 0.32 3.27 3.81 7.61 0.07
1':J/4 1!:l1.16 3U.6i. 2.!:lY 6.U6 0.3U tl.66 ll.61 16.04 0.24
1975 133.94 52.0U 3.12 4.42 0.58 3.49 9.60 15.8!:l 0.08
lY7b 157.59 7lj.58 4.12 11. 69 0.20 4. l!:l 7.5i. 20.6!:l 56.47
197/ 319.35 n.71 6.01 7.~5 0.65 5.01 23.96 31.19 212.52
19 7 'd li22 •e i 13Y.66 8.26 24.i.tl 0.53 5.7L 2tl.80 41. 02 295.57
J97~ 770.03 2U5.42 13.03 32.90 0.77 ~.5tl 28.94 52.69 419.21lYUO 1,5Yl.UI 5l,5.99 44.71 70.98 1.39 1,3. 7O 79.95 1.16.46 54.35lY UI 3,03U.46 1,7L3.51 U.OO tl5.33 3.17 99.42 246.50 2tl6.10 7UU.Ol
llJ tli. 6,942.7U 2,597.97 0.00 315.61 7.3~ 149.33 686.24 577.87 2,534.03

SOLlrce: Banco do Brasil (19!:l4).
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Table A.6 Data for the Alternative Policy Analysis Section, Brazil,
1974.

Product
Pararneter Units Wheat Bread Rice Edible Beans

P 1 Cr/Kg 12.02 9.18 9.26o
2 9 9 9

Qo Kg 2.97 x 10 4.2 x 10 2.0 x 10
3 0.50 . 0.50 0.50a

4 0.1577 0.3573À 0.3011

cc 0.31 0.26

T)5
t

ry. 5
If

fj 6
q

-0.34 -0.13 -0.32

-0.40 -0.15 -0.40

Kg 447,226,770 330,505,490 356,985,160

Notes: lAll these prices were obtained from FlBGE (1) and IDade real
prices for 1977 through the use of the GPl of Table 3,
Appendix A, column 2. ln order to obtain the price of wheat
bread without the wheat consurnption subsidy, the sarne proce-
dure ~as used as explained in section 2.2, with the difference
that here we are using national prices. ln other words, price

WB. WFof wheat bread P = 8.38, prlce of wheat flour, P 3.61
o G o

and price of wheat grain, Po = 1.84.
2A11 these quantities are approximate annual consurnption in Kg

by t he Braz i Lian population in 1974 003 mí Ll í on people), and
were calcu!ated departing from the per capita consurnption of
Table 2. tor purposes of this study it was assumed that 1 Kg
of wheat hread requires 0.8 Kg of wheat flour, and 1 Kg of
wheat grdin p aduces 0.75 Kg of whcat flour. The quantity of
whcat brc~~ ~bove was obtained assuming that alI wheat grain
would he used for wheat bread and after subtracting the
inC;-tdSe in cor.surnptionof wheat grain due to the wheat con-
surnpt í on subsidy of 1974 (951,574 MT, in 1974, see Table D.3
c o Iurnn 3).

3 It was a~sumed to be a = 0.50.
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TabIe A.6 (continued)

4It was caIcuIated as À = ôq/aQ •
owheat bread À = ôq/a(Q - q 1)

. h .0 totat~me a w eat consumpt~on subs~dy.

Recall that for the case of
because there was at that

,
5For explanation see footnotes of Tables 24, 25, and 26.

6bq was calculated assuming that the objective of the policy
would be to increase the daily caIorie consumption of the
target group (u = O.§O) by 64 caIories. The increase in
wheat consumption due to the wheat consumption subsidy in
1974 produced this effect, when the increased wheat grain
consumed refered to above (footnote 2) was converted to breaà
anà àiviàed by the population x 365 anà multiplied by 2690
Cal. = 1 Kg of wheat bread. For rice 1 Kg = 3640 Cal. anà
for eàible beans 1 Kg = 3370 Cal. For the information on
calorie contents see FIBGE (4).
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Table B. 1 Annual Expenditure on Wheat Bread and Crackers, Macaroni,
and Wheat Flour, Per Capita by Expenditure Class, Metro-
politan Area of Belo Horizonte and Rural Area of Minas
Gerais and Espirito Santo, Brazil, 1974-75 (cruzeiros).

Expenditure Classes
less 4500 9000 11300 15800 32600 31600 45200 over

Products than to to to to to to to 67799
4500 8999 11299 15799 22599 31599 45199 67799

Met ropoli tan Area

Wheat
Bread [,
Crackers 30 37 57 62 82 137 170 150 189

Macaroni 25 20 28 23 27 33 30 28 30

'Y,lheatf lou r 2 1 2 2 2 5 5 5 10

less 2300 3400 4500 6800 9000 15,800 22,600 over
than to to to to to to to 31,599
2300 3399 4499 6799 8999 25,799 22,599 31,599

Rural Areas

Wheat
Bread [,

Cr ack e r s ') 6 6 9 15 18 25 35 61L

~acaroni 6 12 11 16 20 18 25 22 29

Wneat Flour O 2 2 3 7 10 12 14

Rice 39 77 93 112 159 163 190 221 265

Source: FlBGE (3)
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Table B.2 Calorie Consumption of Wheat Bread, Macaroni, and Wheat
Flour, Per Consumer Per Day, Metropolitan Area of Belo
Horizonte and Rural Areas af Minas Gerais and Espirito
Santo, Brazil, 1974-75 (calories).

Expenditure Classes Cr$

Products
less
than
4500

4500 9000 11300 15800 32600 31600 45200 over
to to to to to to to 67799

~999 11299 . 15799 22599 31599 45199 67799

Metropolitan Area

Wheat
Bread &
Crackers 73 107 132 152 166 199 252 265 274

Macaroni 109 83 94 84 79 79 69 53 4~

Wheat flour 7 6 10 11 12 19 18 20 34

Rice 274 435 465 470 475 453 412 386 321

less 2300
than to
2300 3399

3400 4500
to to

4499 6799

6800
to

8999

3000 15,eOO
to to

15,799 22,599

22,600 over
to 31,599

31,599

Rural Areas

Wheat
Bread &
Crackers 4 13 13 17 25 32 37 50 71

1'1acaroni 28 42 52 60 65 61 79 69 70

Wheat FIou r 1 2 10 11 14 30 45 42 50

Rice lS6 272 337 410 465 551 557 660 663

Source: FIBG1 (2)
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Table B.3 Data for Derívatíon of the Expenditure and Change in
Consurner Welfare Curves, Belo Horizonte, MG, Brazil,
1974-75.

Househo1d
Expenditure

Classes
Cr$

Per Ca p í t a Nurnbe r of Total
Expenditure Consumers Expenditure

Cr$ in 1000 in Cr$1000
A B A x B

1,6D4 22 37, 102

1,749 184 321,816

2,549 128 326,272

2,692 275 740,300

3,793 320 1,213,760

4,453 300 1,335,900

5,919 240 1,420,560

10,869 155 1,684,695

27,494 190 5,223,860

1,814 12,304,265

Less than 4,5UO

4,500 - 8,999

9,000 - 11,299

11 ,300 - 15,799

16,000 - 22,599

22,600 - 31,599

31,600 - 45,199

45,2UU - 67,799

Over67,7Y9

TOTAL

Sou r ce: FlBGE (3)
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A SlMPLE MODEL FOR ANALYZING THE EFFECT OF SHIFTING
THE SUBSIDY FROM h~EAT TO RICE

The market for rice in Belo Horizonte, MG, Brazil, viewed as an

undistorted n~rket (i.e., without government intervention), can be

depicted in equilibrium at price P and quantity Q according too o

Figure C.I in which DD is the demand for rice and SS is the supply

of rice, assuiTledinfinitely elastic since the Belo Horizonte rnarket

is a relatively small fraction of the Brazilian ~~rket. If one wants

to know the effect on the price of rice of transferring the consump-

tion subsidy from wheat to rice, in order to use the methodology in

the Disaggregated Analysis section to evaluate the distributional

impacts oÍ that transfer, then one must solve the Íollowing system of

equations related to Figure C.I:

(P PI) QI TCS (1)o

Qo
-n (2 )a Po

QI
-n

(3 )a PI

Po and Qo are the equilibrium free market price and quantit)'

PI and QI are the postsubsidy equilibrium price and quantity

TCS is the total cost of the subsidy of wheat transÍerred to

rice, i.e, area Po ABPI, Figure C.I

a and n are, respectively, de~and shifters 2nd the price elasti-

city of de~and for rice in Belo Horizonte.
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As can be seen, the demand function was assurned to be of constant

elasticity.

ln the system above, we have estimates of the values for P , Qo o'
TCS and n from secondary sources, as shown in the table below.

P 1

Cr$/Rg.
Q 2

oKg./year
3

n TCS4

Cr$/year

3.25 387 - 0.13 434 2.19

Notes: lThis P is an average prí.ce per Ki logram paid by
oconsumers in the metropolitan area of Belo Horizonte in Cr$

of August 1974, calculated by dividing the annual p~~~_~~ta
expenditures on rice [FIBGE (3), Region IV, page 65, first
columnJ by the annual per capita consumption of rice IFIHGE
(2), Region IV, page 29, first columnJ after converting to
Kilogram, considering that one Kilogram = 3570 calories
according to [FIEGE (4), page 22J.

2This Q is the average quantity used in footnote 1 above (43oKg. per year) multiplied by nine, since we are working with
an average and we have nine income strata as a whole.

3Average from estimates made by Paniago (1969) and Mandell
(1972) for Brazil.

4 Total cost of the subsidy obtained from Table 20, as to
referred above.

50btained froru next page FORTRN\ programo

After substituting the known variables above in the system defined

earlier and solving for P1, one gets the following equation:

3.87 x (3.25)1.13x (Pl)-0.13_ 387 x (3.25)0.13x (P
1

)0.87_ 434 = O (4)

ln order to solve this equation, the following iterative FORTR.AN

program was developed. After obtaining the value of P1 above, the

same procedure and source of data was used to generate the results of

Table 21 in the main text of the thesis.
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APPENDIX D

. Table D. 1 Es timated Prices at the Producer, Miller, and Border 1Le ve I
for Wheat Grain, in Cr$/MT of 1977, Brazil, 1966-82.

Year

Producer Price
lndex

Cr$/MT (1965=100)

Mi Der Price
lndex

Cr$/MT (1965=100)

Border Price
lndex

Cr$/MT (1965=100)

1965 100

1966

1967

1968

1969

1970

1971

1972

1973

1974

1975

1976

1977

197'6

1979

198U

19/H

1982

3,577

3,254

3,182

3,143

3,110

2,953

2,767

2,5'64

2,741

3,837

3,3'65

3,022

3,407

3,168

2,493

2,413

2,939

3,110

100

91

89

88

87

83

77

72

77

107

95

84

95

89

70

67

82

'67

2,707

2,222

2,096

. 2,116

2,006

2,161

2,036

1,950

1,897

1,'638

1,480

1,093

1,202

1,032

732

516

1,105

1,364

100

ti2

77

78

74

80

75

72

70

68

55

40

44

38

27

19

41

50

3,283

2,600

2,615

2,522

2,500

2,226

2,372

2,456

3,586

5,254

3,830

3,350

2,623

2,514

2,97'6

3,459

3,282

2,897

82

80

77

76

68

72

75

109

160

117

102

80

77

105

100---

88

Source: Calculated by the author.

Notes: lproducer price is the farm gate price adjusted to the mill
level. The miller price is the price set by the government,
including the consumer subsidy. The border price is the CIF
price adjusted to the mil1 leveI, without the consumption
subsidy, considering the shadow exchange rate.
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Table D.2 Estimated Production and Consumption Subsidies, Evaluated at
Official and Shadow Price of Foreign Exchange, Brazil,
1965-1982.

YEAR
Production Subsidy (%)1

OER3 SER3
Consumption Subsidy (%)2

OER SER

1965 55.0 17.5

1966 45.5

1967 45.8

1968 49.7

1969 49.4

1970 59.3

1971 40.0

1972 26.4

1973 -8.2

1974 -12.4

1975 5.8

1976 él.2

1977 1:\3.5

1978 51.1

1979 0.5

19S0 -21. 7

191:\1 13.6

ln2 32.7

9.0 -17.3

21.4 0.6 17.1

21.7 3.9 19.8

24.6 -0.8 16.1

24.4 3.6 19.8

32.7 -16.6 2.9

16.7 -3.0 14.2

5.2 4.6 20.6

-23.6 36.5 47.1

-27.0 58.1 65.0

-11. 8 53.7 61.4

-9.1:\ 60.9 67.4

29.9 35.3 54.2

26.0 50.8 58.9

-16.3 70.5 75.4

-30.2 83.2 85.1

-10.5 57.3 66.3

7.4 41.8 52.9

Source: Calculated by the author.

N lN· 1 f . f dotes: omlna rate o protectlon or pro ucers.

2Nominal rate of protec tion for consumers.

30ER= official exchange rate; SER = shadow exchange rate.



Table 0.3 ~stimated Effects of the Production ano Consumption Policies on Quantities Produced,
Consumed and Lmp o rt ed , Taking into Account t he Oistortlon in Exc ha nge Rate Brazil,
1966-1'Hli.•

Change in Change in Part La I Ch aug e Total Chunge
Production11 Consumption in Imports21 in Imports31in Year t-1- in Year t in Ye a r t - in Year t-

51 51 i.~1 "I.?)Year l,UUO mA41
"I.

l,UOO mil z I, 000 ~rrc MTD"MTJ/~írc

1966 14 6.6 112 4.!:l -7 -0.3 105 4.6
1%7 40 15.7 129 5.7 -29 -1.2 101 4.3
1lJGtI 50 15.9 124 4.5 -31 -1.2 93 3.7
1%9 lUb 18.0 155 5.6 -75 -3.3 1.l0 3.5
1'170 173 17 .8 22 0.7 -124 -6.0 -102 -4.9
1'171 331 23.6 120 3.9 -2111 -15.0 -16l -8.6
llJIL 222 1L.2 1tl9 5.9 -BtI -B.O -9 -0.5
1973 26 3.9 559 17.2 -40 -1.7 5111 21./,
1'174 -432 -!t1.3 952 30.1 <,03 31\.5 1,354 129.6 I.D

001'175 -757 -21.0 941 26.9 772 20H.6 1,712 463.0
1976 -157 -Y.O 1,237 32.3 176 H.7 1,413 70.2
llJ77 -24/ .• -7.4 Y31 21.5 J8<, 29.7 1,315 101. 7
1'.l7t1 J51.1 21. 7 1,12H 2<,.9 -230 -5.!:l H98 26.2
llJ79 43U 18.9 1,804 42.U -429 -IH.S 1,375 60.4
llJeu -411 -12.5 2,575 60.Y 370 20.1, 2,945 162.7
1ge1 -tl3e -23.7 1,452 31.3 1.113 42.9 2,325 114.3
llJsz -192 -7.1) 1,U47 2U.7 -261) -9.5 1,316 46.5

Source: Calcu1ated by the author.

Notes: li The production of year t-l is consumed 1n year t.
1:...1The partial change in imports in year t Is due 0111y to the production subsidy in year

t r L anel is given by (QPt-l - (SPt - S\~t , for me an Lng o f the va rtabLe s see Chapter 2.
}j Th e total change í n imports includes the ef f ec t s of bo t h producer an d consumer subsidies.
~I MIL - metric tons of column i(i - A, B, C, O).
11 Percent in relation to the production, consumption anel imports that wou1d have been

observed if world prices had prevaileel.
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Table 0.4 Estimated Effects of the Wheat Production and Consurnption
Policies on Quant it ies Produced, Consurned and l;nported,

1Excluding Distortions in Exchange Rate, Brazil, 1966-1982.

Change in Change in Partial Change Total Change
Production Consumption in lrnports in lillports
in Year t-l in Year t in Year t in Year t

Year 1,000 MIA i. 1,00U MTB % 1,000 l'ITC i; MTD=MTB+illC %

-----

1966 62 39 4 0.2 -55 2.2 -51 2.1

1967 73 32 24 1.0 -61 2.5 -38 1.5

196b 90 33 -6 0.2 -71 2.6 -77 2.9

1969 1~1 35 27 0.9 -151 6.1 -124 5.0

1970 298 35 -119 3.8 -249 10.7 -368 15.7

1971 511 42 -24 0.7 -461 21.0 -.';85 22.1

1972 455 29 40 1.2 -431 19.7 -391 17.9

1973 112 19 407 12.0 -126 4.7 281 10.5

1974 -lL8 8 804 24.3 99 6.6 903 60.3

1975 -298 9 778 21.3 313 31.5 1,090 109.9

1976 66 4 1,059 26.4 -47 1.6 1,012 17.4

1977 174 6 541 11. 5 -35 1.5 507 13.5

1978 736 5b 918 19.4 -607 17.6 310 25.6

1979 719 36 1,598 35.7 -718 57.4 880 191. 5

1980 20 ° 2,450 56.3 61 1.7 2,389 58.0

1Ybl -543 17 1,168 23.7 578 5.6 1,746 17 .4

1982 202 10 772 14.5 -125 4.4 647 46.5

SO\lrce: Calculated by the author.
1 details the headings of each column of table seeJ\ote: For on this

footnotes on Table 9.
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Table 0.5 Estim,ted Effects of the Production Policy, Taking6lnto
Ac cour.t Distortionsin the Exchange Ra t e, in Cr$10 of 1977
Brazil, 1966-1982.

Change in
Total SUb'id~ Producers Social Cost Effect on Foreign

Year (Tax) Cost = T \-Ielfare = SC Exchange = EF -
b I 6 % of 6 % of 6 %1cr$10 % crSl0 TC crSl0 TC cr$lÚ SC/EF----- f------

1966 171 lUO 160 93 12 7 18 O 0.64

1%7 207 100 193 93 14 7 75 1 0.19

1968 431 100 398 92 33 8 79 1 0.41

1%9 700 100 647 93 52 7 188 3 0.28

1970 1,262 100 1,143 91 119 9 276 6 0.43

1971 806 100 762 95 44 5 667 16 0.07

1972 89 100 87 98 2 2 486 11 0.00

1~73 -1,634 100 -1,818 111 184 11 145 1 1.27

1974 -4,050 100 -4,598 114 547 14 -2, ]18 17 -0.26

1975 -719 100 -754 105 36 5 -2,962 37 -0.01

B76 -996 100 -1,037 104 40 4 -588 5 -0.07

1977 1,578 100 1,439 91 139 9 -1,007 15 -0.14
( 139 81~78 1,765 100 1,626 92 578 5 0.24

1979 -1,398' 100 -1,498 107 100 7 1,278 12 0.08

1980 -2,827 / 100 -3,272 116 445 16 -1,280 - -0.35

1981 -762 / 100 -795 104 33 4 -2,865 20 -0.01

1982 385 100 375 ~7 10 3 -779 6 -0.01

TOTAl -4, Y92 100 -6,942 139 1,949 39 -7,809 - -0.25
,

Source: Calculated by t lie author.

~otes: 1/ % = FE x 100/(Total value of ~hcat imports + FE).
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Table 0.6 Estimated Effects of the Production Pglicy, Excluding
Distortion in Exchange Rate, in Cr$10 of 1977, Brazil,
1966-1982.

Total Subsidy Change in Pro- r--~-ci:l Effect on 'Foreign
Cost = TC du c e r s welfarel._so"~sc Exchange = EF

Year 6 6 % af 6 % af 6 0;1/cr$10 % cr$10 TC cr$10 TC cr$10 IC- SC/EF
----- -------- r--' -----_. ----

1966 304 lUO 267 88 37 12 123 2 0.30

1967 365 100 321' 88 44 12 134 3 0.33

1968 724 lUa 631 87 93 13 149 3 0.62

1%9 1,1713 100 1,028 87 151 13 314 6 0.48

1970 1,907 100 1,631 86 275 14 462 13 0.60

1971 1,613 100 1,435 89 177 11 911 27 0.19

1972 374 100 344 92 30 8 880 24 0.03

1973 -475 100 -491 103 16 3 377 4 0.04

1974 -1,551 100 -1,633 105 82 5 -434 4 0.19

1975 295 100 289 98 6 2 -1,000 15 0.01

1976 697 100 677 97 20 3 131 1 0.15

1977 3,119 100 2,563 82 556 18 64 1 8.67

1978 2,896 100 2,517 87 379 13 1,273 14 0.30

1979 39 100 39 100 o o 1,782 20 0.00

1980 -1,803 100 -1,986 110 183 10 161 1 1.14

19b1 781 100 745 95 35 5 1,495 13 0.02

1982 1,3bl 100 1,251 91 131 9 293 3 0.44

TOTAL 11,845 100 9,628 81 2,215 19 4,125 -- 0.54.

Source: Calculated by the au t ho r,

Note: 1% = EF x 100/Ctotal value vhe a t Lrap ort s + EF).
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Tab1e D.7 Estimated Effects Df the Consumption PoliCl' with Distortion
in Exchange Rate Taken into Account, Cr$10 Df 1977, Brazi1,
1966-1982.

-Change in
Total Subsidy Consumers Social Effect on Foreign

Year (t ax It Cos t=I'C Welfare Cost = SC Exchange = EF
6 I 6 % of 6 % o f 6 c,lcr$10 % cr$10 TC cr$10 TC cr$10 /c SC/EF_..- _.

1966 1,120 100 1,093 98 27 2 -300 5 -0.09

1967 1,247 100 1,212 97 35 3 -338 5 -0.10

196~ 1,169 100 1,143 98 26 2 -312 5 -0.08

1969 1,434 100 1,394 97 40 3 -389 7 -0.10

1<:170 195 100 195 100 1 O -49 1 -0.01

lY71 I,07Y 100 1,058 98 21 2 -285 7 -0.07

1972 1,706 100 1,656 97 50 3 -464 Jl -O.ll

lY73 6,412 100 5,878 92 534 8 -2,003 19 -0.27

1<:174 14,085 100 12,107 86 1,978 14 -5,005 40 -0.40

1975 10,469 100 9,142 '07 1,327 13 -3,612 45 -0.37

1976 11,431 100 9,716 85 1,715 15 -4,144 36 -0.41

1977 7,464 100 6,696 90 768 10 -2,442 36 -0.31

lY7'O '0,382 100 7,393 88 989 12 -2,837 26 -0.35

1979 13,694 100 11 ,095 '01 2,598 19 -5,372 49 -0.48

1<:180 20,019 100 14,817 74 5,202 26 -8,906 54 -0.58

1981 13,271 100 11,340 '05 1,932 15 -4,766 33 -0.41

lY82 9,350 100 8,423 90 927 10 -3,033 25 -0.31

TOTllJ.122,527 100 104,358 '05 18,170 15 -44,257 - -0.41

Source: Calculated by the aut hor,

Note: 1/ % = EF x 100/(Tota1 value ~heat imports - EF).
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Table 0.8 Estimated Effects of the Consumption Policy, Excluding
Distortion in Exchange Rate, in Cr$106 of 1977, hrazil,
1966-1982.

Change in
Total Subsidy Consumers Social

Year (Tax) Cost=TC Welf are Cost = SC
6 6 % of

6
% of

cr$lU % cr$10 TC cr$10 TC

1966 35 100 35 100 O O

1967 206 100 205 . 99 1 1

1968 -49 100 -49 100 O O

1969 218 100 217 100 1 O

1970 --932 100 -950 102 18 2

1'J71 -192 100 -193 100 1 O

1972 320 100 318 99 2 1

1973 4,136 lUa 3,893 94 243 6 -

1974 10,472 lUa 9,267 88 1,205 12 -

1975 7,627 100 6,852 90 775 10

1976 8,608 100 7,535 88 1,073 12 -

1977 3,442 100 3,248 94 193 6

1978 6,014 100 5,455 91 559 9

1979 10,653 100 8,906 84 1,747 16 -

1980 17,443 100 13,193 76 4,250 24

1981 9,041 100 8,023 89 1,018 11 -

1982 5,976 100 5,555 93 421 7 -

TOTAL 83,017 100 71,510 85 11,507 15 -2

Source: Ca lcuLa t ed by the author.

Effect on Foreign
Exchénge = EF

cr$106 ~~I sc/EF

-9 O -0.00

-52 -0.02

1,216

3,522

-2,488

2,957

-1,006

-1,923

3,974

-7,548

3,024

1,809

9,385

Kote: 11 % = EF x 100/(Total value wheat imports - EF).

-55

220

-81

12 O 0.00

1 -0.02

6 0.08

47 1 0.02

2 -0.02

14 -0.20

34 -0.34

37 -0.31

31 -0.36

21 -0.19

21 -0.29

44 -0.44

52 -0.56

27 -0.34

19 -0.23

-0.39


